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REPORT 
OF THE 
GOVERNOR OF UTA}l. 
TERRITORY OF U11.AH, EXECUTIVE OFFICE, 
Salt Lake City, October 10, 1887. 
SIR: I respectfully submit the following report concerning the con -
dition of affajrs in this Territory. 
No numbering of this people has been made since the last general 
census in the year 1880, which gave to Utah a population of 143,%3. 
It is now estimated that we have~ population of almm-;t 200,000, and 
have ail assessed taxable valuation of $35,865,865, distributed bJr coun-
ties as follows : 
Counties. Population. Assessed Counties. Population. Asse1:1sed valuation. valuatfon. 
Beaver ............... 5,000 $771,805 SaltLake .••......... 45,000 $12,457, 625 
Box Elder ............ 8,000 2, 209,425 San.Juan .•••........ 300 30~. 760 
Cache ................ 17,000 2, 075,460 San Pete .•.....••••• 15,000 l, 2G7, 333 
Davis .••..•••.....••. 6,250 1,124,713 Sevier ..•......•..... 5,500 550, 743 
Emery .•••••......... 3,500 825,011 Summit ..••......•.. 7,000 . l, 725, 080 
Garfield ..•.•.••••••.. 2,000 173,870 Tooele ..••••.•....... 5,500 1, 012, 761 
Iron .•...••.•••.....•. 4,000 434,415 Uinta •••.........••. 2,500 139,825 
Juab ..•.••••••.••••.. 4,200 1,078,751 Utah .••......••..... 21,000 3,240,675 
Kane .••••....•••.••.. 5,000 206,518 Wasatch ............ 3,500 356,658 
Millard ............... 4,250 867,863 Washington .••...... 5,000 726, 151 
M~i~~-:::::::::::::: 2,000 397. 626 Weber ••••••.•.••... 17,000 3,158, n8 3,000 219; 888 
Rich .................. 2,000 350,170 Total. •.•....... 196,500 35,865,865 
The population as shown by the census of 1880 consisted of 99,969 
natives (of whom 80,841 were born in Utah) and of 43,994 foreign born. 
_Engla~d, Denmark,'Sweden, Scot1and, Wales, Ireland, Norwfl,y, ~wit-
zerland, Canada, and the Geruian . Empire contributed in tlte order 
named to the foreign-born population, England furnishing nearly one-
h~t .. 
. The foreign population bas been increased since 1880 by Mormon im-
migration, chiefly English and Scandinavian, as follows: 
1881 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 233 
1882 • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2, 693 
1883 . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 462 
1884 ................................................................ _.. . . . . 1, 799 
1885 • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • . • . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • • . . • . • • . . . • • • . . • • • • . • • . • • . . • 1, 549 
1886 . . . . . . ..................................... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, r,44 
1887 (to present time) .....•.••...•........• _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . I, 027 
Another company will leave Liverpool October 8, which will probably 
swell the number of the present year to 1,500, making a total of 13,780. 
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SETTLEMENT OF LANDS. 
As showing the settlement and disposition of the public lanc.s in tbis 
Territory, the following statement of the total business of the land office 
from the time of its opening, in March, 1869, to the end of the present 
fiscal year is given: 
Kind of entries. Number of entries made. Acreage. 
Pre.emption declaratory statement . • . • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • 10, 632 1, 275, 640. 00 
Homestead............................................... 7, 81a 9,953,630.00 
Final homestead......................................... 3, 718 507, 274. 51 
Cash entries.............................................. 3, 141 312,738.75 
Desert entries ...... .. • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 209 413, 889. 77 
:Final desert entries...................................... 426 69,812.53 
Timber culture entries................................... 794 97,632.25 
Final timber culture entries.............................. 2 240. 00 
Coal pre.emption filings................................. . 749 89,880.00 
Coal cash entries......................................... 75 10,678.33 
:i~:~:1~¥fi~1~!~~~~~:::::::: ::: : : : : :: : :: : :: : :: :::: :: :::: :: }: ~~! 1i: it~: ~i 
Land warrants..................... ....... ............... . . . . . .. ... ...... 23,957.00 
f !!¥if TIJf l:~~~ :~~~t:::::;):: :::::;;:;;;::: iiiiii ii\:::::::::::: "· ~!: !i 
i0l::r~! ;l~~~s8~~~~:::::::::::::: ::::::::: ::: :::::: :::::: • ••• • •• • • ···749. 4' !t~: g; 
Testimony fees . ......................................................... .. . . . ·· · · ·· · · - · 
Central Pacific Railroad sections . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • . • . • . . . . . . 300, 588. 89 
Union Pacific Railroad sections ...................................................... · 
Timber sold ..................................................................... .. ... . 
=~:\~i>i:ea~1io·~~::::::: ::::::: ::::::::: :: :::::: :::::: :::: :::::::::::: : ::: : : :: :: : : : : 










2, ?47. 00 
139,482.02 
14,430.00 













1, 075, 457. 19 
The total number of acres of public land surveyed in this Territory 
to June 30, 1887, amounts to 11,711,118.01. 
THE COMMERCE OF UTAH. 
I take great pleasure in reporting that the commercial affairs of this 
Territory are in a prosperous condition. We have not had a·" boom," 
but there has undoubtedly been a steady development of most of our 
material resources sufficient to arouse a hopeful feeling throughout 
Utah and to give promise of an era of still more rapid growth from now 
on. It would be difficult to assign any one special reason for this im-
proved condition. I feel that it lies in the happy combination of a num· 
ber of reasons all tending in the same direction. The mines have con-
tinued to yield up their hidden treasures and the soil bas responded 
generously to the efforts of the husbandman ; the cattle have done well 
on the range, and our sheep have brought us more than the usual quan· 
tity of wool; and while thus Providence has responded to human effort 
there has also been a change in the sentiments of the people as between 
each other, a change leading to a better appreciation of the motirns and 
the acts of their fellow men-a drawing together, in matter of corn moll 
weal, of those who have hitherto been at cross purposes. While tbere 
will continue to be directions in which the diversified clas es of thi 
';territory ~ill probably di agree as long as either party maintain it 
mtegral ex1 t nee, all ·eem to have had the one broad truth dawn upon 
them, that it is impos ible to maintain commercial harmony an<l to girn 
ea_c~ other_so~port in material progress without in some way compro 
m1smg thell' differences of opinion on other subjects. 
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Under this improved state of affairs, which bas sprung into being only 
in the last few months, a new impetus has been given to. an our. com 
mercial enterprises and a feeling of hope generally pre~ails. Failures 
in business are rare, prices are maintained, the workmg classes are 
fu lly employed, real estate is in demand, business blocks a_nd bands?mo 
residences are being erected, chambers of commerce are bemgorgamzed 
in the principal cities, and a general determination is manifest to push 
the development of our wonderful resources to the utmost. _But t~e 
growth is not confined to our larger cities, though there the evidence is 
more marked; it is general throughout the Territory. In the small 
towns and villages a sense of thrift is discerned in the increased comfo~ts 
of the people, their freedom from indebtedness, the air of prosperity 
that pervades their homes, their harn-yards, and their grain-bins. All 
this is very gratifying to every resident, and the attention of the people 
of the East is being turned this way with a new and helpful interest 
vastly different to that with which our Territory has been viewed in 
the past. 
It is difficult for any one here to make a close estimate of the com-
mercial activities of Utah, because we have no bureau of statistics of 
. any kind, but I have been able to figure up the traffic of the Territory 
as high as $120,000,000 for the year, which includes merchandising, 
mining, manufacturing, and the agricultural and stock intere~ts. What 
the banking, railroad, and such traffic would amount to I do not at-
tempt to estimate, but these will give an idea that our commercial con-
cerns are by no means insignificant. In the matter that follows, I have 
thought fit to dwell at some length on those products for which we have 
a wide reputation. Though the facts have been gathered with much 
pains, I must admit that the figures given in many instances are only 
estimates, carefully made and subjected to every test within my reach. 
It affords me pleasure to acknowledge my indebtedn~ss to Messrs. vV. 
H. and H. L. A.. Culmer, of this city, for the careful collection and _ 
preparation of the information herein given. 
Utah seems to me to present a most inviting field to the capitalist 
desirous of finding profitable investments, to the artisan seeking em-
ployment, and is not without attractions to the farmer willin·g to work 
out a home. .As to the latter, however, when the manifold difficulties 
that beset the pioneer are considered, a liberal policy might well be 
recommen<led towards those who will undertakA to redeem lands in 
Utah. Whatever can be done should be done to make easier the task of 
those who are nobly struggling, under grave difficulties, to wrench sup-
port from a soil which, however willing under proper circumstances, re-
quires much labor and expense to prepare it and convey to it the waters, 
without which it will not yield its fruitfulness. 
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES. 
It affords me great pleasure to be able to note the. progress that has 
been made in the last year in this direction. Under the improved and 
more harmonious conditions that prevail, stimulated chiefly by the va-
rious trade organizations that have recently been created here, the peo-
ple seem to have awakened to a knowledge of the wonderful possibilities 
that exist amongst us for industrial enterprises. .As a result, the output 
of manufacture1:1 is steadily increasing. New industrial enterprises are 
being inaugurated. outside capital is beginning to come to our assistance, 
and the factories already established are increasing their capacities. 
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The aggregate value of the manufactured products of the Ter-ritorJ 
amount~ to $8,726,500, giving employment to 3,573 persons, and capital 
amountmg to $4,468,350, briefly detailed as follows : 
Wood-working industries.-Uta.h has 8 factories engaged in making 
sash, doors, and blinds, 5 in making moldings, 16 in furniture, 7 in 
trunks and valises, 2 in making packing cases (besides 2 engaged in 
making paper boxes), 5 fence factories, having aggregate capital in-
vested of $353,000, employing 4 75 hands, and producing $540,000 an-
nually. 
Soap.-There is but 1 soap factory_ in the ~rerritory, and that is in Salt 
Lake City, having $35,000 capital, 6 employes, and producing $55,000 
worth of laundry and toilet soap. · 
J[etal workers.-This industry, including plumbing, tinning, roofing, 
and the manufacture of tin and sheet-metal ware, employs $130,000 
capital, 165 workmen, and produces $320,000. 
Foundries and boiler works.-Inclnding brass foundries, iron cresting, 
and machine shops, Utah employs $281,000 capital, 130 artisans, and 
produces $300,000 worth of work. 
Breweries.-Utah beer is one of the most important industries we 
have, and that made in Salt Lake City bears a high reputati011 where- . 
ever introduced. TLe largest of these breweries makes 20,000 barrels 
of beer per annum, and bottles GOO dozen per day, of which 500 doze!t 
are exported. The total capital invested in this · industry in the Tern-
tory will reach half a million dollars, and tµ.e value of the products for 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, is $313,192. 
Gigars.-Until recently the manufacture of cigars has been confined 
to one concern only, but this industry, in common with most others b~re, 
is now growing, anq. two other factories bave been added. Only b1gll 
grades of cigars are made, the returns for the past year amour1ting to 
about $200,000. It is demonstrated that our climate is very favorable 
to the manufacture of fine cigars, and I am told the output will be 
doubled in the current year. 
Tanneries.-Of the few tanneries in Utah the largest arein Salt Lake, 
employing 15 hands and producing nearly $75,000 worth of leather an-
nually. It is chiefly sole leather, for use in the shoe factories here, of 
which they turn out 180 sides per week, requiring an importation for 
this purpose of 500 cords of California oak bark. Only the want of na-
tive bark prevents tanning being a large industry in our·rni<lst. . 
Glothing.-The most important clothing factory of this Territory 1s 
that of the Z. C. M. I., in Salt Lake, who manufacture twenty-five dozen 
garments per day, chiefly men'.s overalls and underwear. Tile value 
of their product is $50,000 per year. They employ 42 hands and run 
30 machines by power, besides the only steam cutting-machines nsed 
in the Western region. A smaller concern in Provo turns out con-
siderable work, using principally the cloth made by the large woolen 
mills there. A thriving business is done in merchant tailoring here and 
in the other largest town , and of such good quality that orders are 
received from long distances. 
Flouring mills.-There are in Utah 120 flouring mi11s, 10 of whi ·h 
are rolled, or new proces . The product of the best of the e i not ex-
~elle~ in quality by any in Am rica. Tim aggregate capital inve ted 
m th! indu try i l ,3,5,000; the annual product is 100,840,000 pou1;1u 
?f mill tuft: , Yaluetl at . .a1,28 ,000. Such i the extent of our flonrmg 
mtere ~ _tha~ ue rly all of these mill are in operation the year round. 
In a.dd1t10n JO the e there are mills for the manufacture of oatmeal, 
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rolled oats, cracked wheat, hominy, pearled barley, and other farina-
ceous goods. . 
Knittingfactories.-There are five large and a number of smal_l km_t-
ting factories in the Territory, employing over a hundred operativ~s m 
the manufacture of hosiery, bathing suits, underwear, hoods, leggrngs, 
mittens, jackets, etc.; product, $75,000, using native material almost 
entirely, and exporting 50 per cent. of their output. 
Silk maniifactiire..-About 10 looms are successfully employed for the 
making of sHk goods, chiefly handkerchiefs. Capital, $1,000; employ-
ing 10 hands; importing their raw material and turning out goods to 
the value of $5,000. . 
Boots and shoes.-This industry gives employment to 350 persons rn 
various parts of the Territory, by far the largest concerns being in Salt 
Lake City, ·where 2 factories alone employ 200 hands and turn out 
excellent goods to the amount of $250,000. One of these factories is 
the largest west of Chicago. The goods ar~ sold in Idaho, Montana, 
Wyoming, and Colorado, as well as in Utah. The number of pairs an-
nually produced in the Territory is estimated at 200,000, valued at 
$350,000. 
Woolen mills.-There are 8 woolen mills in the Territory, the largest 
being at Provo, with a capacity of 1,000 yards per day. The others 
are at Salt Lake, Washington, Springville, Brigham City, Ogden, 
Kingston, Beaver, and ,vest Jordan. Their aggregate capacity is 
600,000 yards of stuffs per annum, 40,000 pounrls of yarn, besides con-
siderable quantities of blankets. In this work they consume 100,000,000 
pounds of native wool and 5,000 pounds of native cotton grown in south-
ern Utah. The combined investment in these factories amounts to 
$400,000, yielding profits of from 7 to 10 per cent. and giving employ-
ment to 400 operatives. The total value of these manufactured products 
is $375,000. They consist of choice :flannels, linseys, cassimeres, doe-
skins, jeans, shirtings, blankets, carriage robes, table-cloths, batting, 
and yarns, fully one-half of which is exported, finding a market in Den-
ver, Chica.go, and many other- eastern points. · 
Ourecl meats.-This is a growing industry in Utah, in which it is diffi-
cult to secure figures; but from considerable data at band there is cer-
taiuly produced $300,000 worth, involving little capital, as the product 
is mostly home cured. . 
Prin#ng and publishing.-Including book-binding and paper ruling, 
tbese involve a capital of $316,000, employing 187 persons, and turn-
ing out $443,000 worth of work. 
Aerated icaters.-The several concerns engaged in t,his industry re-
(Juire a capital of $75,000, giving employment to 125 hands. The 
Manlrn water of Soda Springs, Idaho, is a Utah enterprise, and of this 
a~on~ some 5,000 bottles per d~y are packed in the busy season, and 
distributed throughout the Umted States. The aggregate value is 
$130,000 annually. 
Harness and saddlery.-This is an important industry in Utah. having 
iuvested capital of $200,000, employing 185 skilled workmen, a,nd pro-
duciug $385,000. 
Crackers and conjectionery.-Invested capital, $76,000; number of em-
ployes, 145: value of product, $252,000. 
Brick and pottery.-Tbere are some 75 firms engaged in these indus-
tries, employing $123,000 capital, 630 hands, and turning out $234,000 
worth of manufactured material. 
Paper.-A large paper-mill near this city, employing 25 hands, pro-
duces annually about $40,000 worth of paper. Of this the greater part 
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i~ pr!nt P.aper, such as is used for newspapers, and nearly all of the pub, 
hcat10ns m Utah could be made on the product of this mill. They alsc 
manuf~cture manila wrapping of various weights and qualities, brown 
wrappmg, and butchers' straw paper. They have filled some large con-
tracts for fine white and toned book papers, and make some little cover 
and flat papers. The builftings are situated at the mouth of Big Cot-
tonwood canyon, near a splendid spring of crystal water, and are solidly 
constructed of granite. Some $140,000 is invested in the enterprise. 
Butter and cheese.-Of these important staples it is estimated that we 
manufacture $620,000 worth of butter and $12,000 worth of cheese. 
'l_
1imber interests.-From reports available, I find there are 15,000:000 
feet of lumber cut in the Territory, which, at an average price of $25 
per thousand feet, realizes $375,000. In addition to this there is cut 
for fences, mining timbers, and fuel, additional timber to the value of 
$125,000 annual1y. , 
Salt.-Some 30,000 tons of salt are annually sold, at an average price 
of $3 for crude coarse and $8 for refined table. The coarse salt, as taken 
from the evaporating ponds on the shores of the great Salt Lake, is 
suitable for the chloridizing of ores, and it is in this form that the 
greater part of the salt is exported. This industry produces a net rev-
enue to the Territory of some $150,000 per annum, and furnishes em-
ployment to 150 men. 
Sundry industries.-In addition to the activities itemized above, there 
are carried on throughout the Territory the manufacture of vinegar, 
pickles, glue, paints, charcoal, lime, cements, brooms, brushes, show-
cases, bottles, baskets, blasting powder, picture-frames, plaster of Paris, 
hats and caps, millinery, jewelry, wire-work, and cigars. There are 
also chemical works, canneries, marble works, and concerns for the 
packing of fresh fruits, weaving of carpets, engraving, and the putting 
up of patent medicines. These sundry industries ha-ye.a total capital 
of $281,350, employ 563 persons, and turn out product~ valued at 
$988,500. 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS. 
The singularly high qualities of our agricultural products having 
already forced themselves upon the notice of the country, I feel called 
upon to treat them in such detail that they will be more ful1y under-
stood, hoping thereby to create a fuller appreciation of their merits and 
promote their exportation. In this labor I feel a constant pleasure in 
the comparison which our products bear towards those of other regions. 
The conviction has forced itself upon me that there is scarcely any ag• 
ricultural product of the temperate zone which will not grow to perfec-
tion here. The varied contour of our Territory is such that at some 
places, if not at others, each of all the different varieties will thrive 
which go to support an agricultural community. The soil seems to be 
rich in the phosphates that fertilize vegetation, while the system of ir-
rigation practiced here renders the farmer less subject to the caprice of 
weather than elsewhere. As a result the product per acre of some crops 
is imply astonishing, while qualities rank just as high. It would seem 
as if the cultivation of a given thing in Utah produces at once a high 
type suitable and in demand forever after in other di tricts for eed 
p~rpose ; a , for instance, plant lncerne seed from California on Utah 
soil, and the product is a better seed which California is de iron of 
P! curing for planting her elf. With po itive proof of the e fact , it is 
~1fficnlt t_o r pre orne degree of enthusia m in treating on the e nb-
Ject , while they inspire confidence in the future of our export 
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Wheat.-Fair Utah wheat ranks in the East with tbe best No. 2 red1 
which is the highest grade that appears in most of the Eastern marke~s. 
Our choicest qualities are a unique product, witli scarcely an equal m 
America. Last year some 200,000 bushels were exported, our wheat 
going west, as well as to Colorado and Kansas City. Utah wheat has 
a brighter, larger kernel than that of the East, and though no hand-
somer than that of California, it is firmer, and itR nutriment more concen-
trated. · As high as 60 bushels per acre ba,e been raised here, but the 
average yield is not over one-half of that. .A. careful estimate shows 
that the wheat crop of 1887 must have been in the neighborhood of 
3,250,000 bushels. That of 1886 was rather less. , 
The largest wheat regions are in Cache and Utah counties, closely 
followed by· San Pete, Salt Lake, and Weber counties. The great staple 
is, however, raised throughout the entire Territory.- Utah wheat rarely 
falls in price below 1 cent per pound free on board . . 
Oats.-I have known parties who were keeping up work-horses to 
pay 25 to 30 per cent. more for Utah oats of ordinary quality than for 
a fair grade of Eastern. This was several years ago, w4en a cut rate of 
freight permitted the bringing in of Eastern oats. Nothing more COD:_· 
elusive can be said of the real value of our oats than this, which, after 
all, only represents current opinion among thorn who have tried them. 
Utah oats have ranged in price during recent years from ll to lf cents 
per pound on cars. Some 200 car-loads were shipped last year. Our 
estimated crop is a million and a quarter bushels this year, and large 
farms have been known to realize an average of 85 bushels to the acre 
by high cultivation. 
Barley.-Tbe general run of barley this year, especially the blue feed, 
is not quite as handsome as the average, but the feeding power is even 
greater, the dry season having, as with wheat, concentra.ted the kernel 
into a condensed form. Usually our barley is of magnificent appear-
ance, and probably 50 car-loads of fine quality now remain here await-
ing a market, which, strange to say, it is difficult for us to find. In 
1885 our brewing barley was exported in great quantities to Saint 
Louis, Milwaukee, California, and other points, where it invariably 
graded as fully up to the best Canadian brewing. It is the use of this 
barley that gives Utah beer so high a standard. Indeed, our white. 
club brewing barley will hold its own anywhere as a strictly fancy 
product. Some 500 car-loads of barley, chiefly brewing, were shipped 
last year, not less than 75 of which w.ent from the noted barley district 
of Spanish Fork. This year's crop is not less than 600,000 bushels. 
Rye.-There are a few cars of rye annually offered here at figures 
ranging over 1 cent per pound. The quality is superb and the ·yield 
fair. 
Oorn.-Utah does not pose as a corn country and rarely has any for 
export. The hot, sultry nights which corn requires are not character-
istic of our climate. East of the Wasatch mountains, however, especi-
ally at Green river, it is likely that corn-growing will prove a consid-
erable industry. .A farmer at Blake, Emery county, sent some corn-
stalks into Salt Lake, 15 feet high, "just to show," as he said, "what 
kind of a country this is." Still, it must not be supposed that we can 
not raise cc,rn all over the Territory, as 500,000 bushels are annually 
produced. 
Lucerne.-In the improvement of our lands there remains untilled 
and scarcely prized a considerable area of rough ground too dry for 
grass and too broken and stony for grain. It is what is JP.ft; after thf\ 
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natural selection by farmers of the choicest tracts, and is looked upon 
by superficial observers as uot being arable land. A npecial provi-
dence seems to have-reserved this for the cultivation of lucerne, often 
called alfalfa, which the farming people of Utah have learned to look 
upon as one of the greatest blessings that has yet been vouchsafed 
them. The best crop-s come from lands that can not well be plowed 
because of their rough character. Excellent results have -been bad 
by merely clearing off the brush and casting the seed o~r the ground. 
It takes longer to get a good start this way, and irrigation is more 
difficult than if the ground were stirred up~ but it thrives better in 
the end. Lucerne will do better even on ground that is too steep 
for a mowing-machine, if only sufficient water can be got on it to 
give it a start. To r~ise hay on such rough, rocky soil it is customary 
to seed 20 or even 25 pounds to the acre; but for the raising of lucerne 
for its seed, not ov~r 5 pounds should be sown. 
E,en then the second year it will self-sow so thickly that it will be apt 
to grow too close for seed and must be used for hay. The chief difficulty 
in seed-raising is that it grows too well. Lucerne should fre plantrd 
early in the spring, choosing light calcareous soil off from bottoms. It 
will not thrive on cold and wet ground. The first season it should be cut 
as often as it ·is high enough to do so; the second ctop will afford a little 
hay; the third cutting about half a crop, making about one whole crop 
for the season. The second year it will be as good as it will ever come 
to, and will give three strong crops yielding about 6 tons to the acre. 
Thereafter, no weed or plan·t, with the exception of the dandelion, can 
drive it out. It is cut each time when itis well out in blossom. In excep-
tional cases one seed has been known to throw out 500 shoots, a good lift, 
when cut, for a strong man. Its average growth is about 3 feet; though 
we have known it to reach over 6 feet when left to seed. A serious 
drought may spoil the crop for the time being, but the following- year it. 
will come up as goo<;} as ever. Lucerne improves· the quality of soil 
which is otherwise worthless, so that in a few years it c-an be used . for 
grain. It is important that lucerne hay be stacked under cover or well 
thatched. With care about three-fourths of the straw after thrashing 
can be used for winter fodder for sheep and cows. 
There is an average crop of alfalfa and other hays this year, with 
rather more than average demand. There are probably 50,000 tons sur-
plus for export, the total quantity raised being about 500,000 tons. 
Lucerne seed.-Utah is, par excellence, the country for lucerne seed, 
and some 500 tons were exported at prices varying from 7 to 9 cents per 
pound. In the dry sand hills they cut a good crop of lucerne hay in 
June, as the result of winter moisture; then, in the dry summer, a le ser 
crop matures, which is harvested for seed, and being more spar ely 
grown than if irrigated, it is better for that purpose. A good average 
yield of seed would he 600 pounds to the acre from such land . V t 
areas of lucerne lands are now under cultivation in Utah, chiefly along 
the benches on the western base of the Wasatch. Notwithstanding the 
enormous yield, both hay and seed find a ready market at good price . 
We rai e some red and white clover seed, bu, have little lef, b yon<l 
our own need , for export. 
A summary of the foregoing shows the total of our grain and hay 
product to be for the year, $6,419,000. 
VEGETABLES AND OTHER GARDEN PRODUCTS. 
Pot~toes.-Tbe Utah potato ha a reputation for excel! nee all ov r 
Am >rte} and en in Great Britain. Other clime have trie in vain 
to match our product but t e attempt eems futile. For ,many year 
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great quantities have been exported from this Territory, and it looks 
as if we shall continue to do so for all time to come. The export for 
this year will probably reach 12,000,000 pounds; last year it was 10,-
000,0U0 pounds. The qualities this year are fully up to our best stand-
ard, and the yield steadily increasing. . 
The Early Rose potato is generally in the market by July 1, ~nd it 
is from this variety that our earliest shipments are made. The Willard, 
however, which comes a week or two later, is a better potato, being firm, 
white, and mealy. The crop depended upon for August is the Early 
Goodrich, a fine, full-sized, white variety. Being round and smooth 
they are the best to ship. The Neshannock is a favorite variety for 
home consumption, and is not surpassed for eating qualities by any 
other raised, but being rough and'' knobby" are a little liable to break 
off and cause some trifling loss in shipping. It is the kind of potato, 
however, that Utah growth naturally runs into, and will probably rep-
Tesent our largest product on that account. Tbe King of the Early is 
as good·as any that is planted, realizing a very large white mealy variety 
uf good yield. I have known of a lot of 16 bushels that went through-
out 12 potatoes only to the bushel. The bulk of the potatoes raised 
and marketed here are of these varieties and the Peerless. The King 
of the Early, Peerless, and Compton's Surprise yield in favored localities 
about 400 bushels to the acre. With high cultivation I have even heard 
of 800 bushels being raised to the acre. With proper treatmentpotato-
growing does not impoverish the land, some of the best results coming. 
from ground that has been in pototoes right along for the last twenty 
years. 
Other roots.-Utah has also a fine reputation for carrots, which some-
times yield, of good quality, as much as 1,000 bushels to the acre; also 
for tomatoes, onions, turnips, parsnips, radishes, etc. Beets thrive as-
tonishingly well, and far-seeing men foretell that one day the large 
tracts of low-lyi~g but now unwatered lands on the western side of the 
Salt Lake valley and elsewhere will be under cultivation to the sugar 
beet fot the manufacture of sugar. · 
Green stujfs.-Of green stuffs we annually export large quantities of 
cabbage, cauliflower, melons, squashes, and celery, the latter growing 
exceptionally fine. 
Hops are also native to Utah, its trailing vines literally overmnning 
evers other kind of foliage in many of our canons. The picking of wild llops 
bas yielded considerable pin-money to the country people, and nature 
could not tell in plainer words that this is pre-eminently a regiou favor-
able to their cultivation. One or two parties, notably on the Provo 
Bench, have heeded this suggestion, and several hop-gardens of wide 
extent have there produced many tons of very choice quality. 
The net value of these garden products has been carefully estimated 
at $1,550,000. 
'.l'HE ORCHAlWS OF U'.l'AH. 
The same causes which give excellence to the grains and vegetables 
of Utah also stamp her orcllard products with a high caste. Fresh 
fruit a.re exported in considerable quantities, and wherever sent take 
the highest place and command the readiest sale. In general terws, 
the superior cl.laracteristics are firmness, beauty, and, above all, fi.11e 
flavor. The general fruit crop of Utah last year was good for quality, 
but far below the average for quantity. In the southern part of the 
Territory figs, pomegranates, grapes, and nearly all the fruits that grow 
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in a semi-tropical climate thrive to perfection, but too far from the rail-
roads to be marketed. 
Peaches.-In the early part of the season the handsomest and best 
shipping varieties are tbe Alexander, Downing, and Saunders. The 
Carrington and Croft's Red follow next in season, after which (about 
the middle of September) come the Honest John and the different va-
rieties of orange peaches. This period is the climax of the season. 
Later some fine kinds appear, but in limited ·numbers and command a 
. higher price. Utah peaches are shipped, wrapped and unwrapped, in 
boxes of about 20 pounds each, and find a ready market in adjoining 
States and Territories. Our peach trees thrive best on the light loam 
and gravelly soil. If planted on clay, except as a thin subsoil, the 
trunks are apt to turn black and split up the center. 
A.pples.-This fruit is now generally acknowledged to be more free 
from worms (codling moth) than for some years previous, and thous-
ands of boxes have been shipped East and North by parties in Ogden, 
Salt Lake, Provo, Springville, and other places. It is probable that 
each succeeding year will see our apples freer from worms, and that in 
a few years they will have disappeared altogether. The bulk of the 
shipments made are the Pippins and Codlings early in the season, and 
later the Winesaps, Spit,zenburgs, and Pearmains, which are shipped at 
prices to compare favorably with eastern competition. It is the custom 
among shippers to put them in boxes holding 44 pounds, but they can 
be packed in barrels if desired. By papering the apples and shipping 
in refrigerator cars they may be safely transported long distances late 
in the fall. Green apples are a staple product of the Territory, and 
notwithstanding the heavy shipments made the demand last year was 
not equal to the supply. 
Plums.-There are many fine plums raised in Utah, the bulk of the 
crop being the Magnum Bonum variety. The growth of plums last 
season fell much short of our usual qmmtity and we were far from. sup-
11lying the demand. Other kinds well liked are the Washington and 
St. Martin. But it is the German prune that is coming into promi-
nence and seems destined soon to take the lead. 
Pears.-There is a sure demand for more good Utah pears than have 
yet been produced. There is a lack chiefly of early varieties, of which 
we have few besides the Bartlett. Growers have paid overmuch at-
tention to winter pears, which ripen too late to secure favorable sale. 
They now realize the fact, and it is likely that future years will find a 
better supply of earlier kinds. The Utah pear is an extremely rich 
fruit. The trees thrive best jn this region when planted on clay oil , 
so that the very grounds that are not suitable for peaches are tho e 
which serve well for pears. 
Other fruits.-Iu most seasons Utah has a good crop of apricots for 
e~port, and cherries in limited supply, while grapes are in good quan-
tity, but at points favorable for shipping are not as handsome as tho e 
from California. In southern Utah they raise beautiful grapes of fine 
rich flavor, the average yield per acre beiug 6,260 pounds, according to 
the late t data. Strawberries and raspberries are both native to Utah 
as i the red and black currant. Under cultivation the yield i v ry 
large and of surpas ing quality. 
UTAH DRIED FRUI'l.'S. 
~ n ·~ i t e wid r putatiou which Utah enjo for the exc II nee of 
h 'r. dn d fruits that th y command a fancy pric"e throu hout the entire 
Unit t t . In competi ion with the be~t Tenne see they bring in 
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Chicago and other cities from two to four times the price. _The _ca~se 
of this is of course primarily the excellent quality of our frmt, with its 
fine, rich' flavor; b~t we owe to the peculiarity of our climate the abil-
ity to sun-dry with success. In the month of September the average 
number of stormy days for ten years past is four, being the fewest of 
any month in the year. It is at this time that the dryi~g of pe3:che_s, 
apples, plums, ground cherries, &c., takes place, and this lack ?f ram 
is another factor to their excellence. A third reason is the smgular 
rapidity with which moisture evaporates in this region, enabling the 
drying process to take place rapidly in the day-t,ime, while the absence -
of dews prevent~ backsets during the night. Fruits dried by artificial 
processes lose part of their virtues, and it is doubtful whether much of 
it would be done were other climates as favorable as our own to sun-
dryiug. Thus it is that Utah sun-dried fruits occupy a place by them-
selves in the markets of America. They do not come in competition 
with any other and may be regarded as a special product. Indeed, they 
are so esteemed wherever they are known, and the price they fetch war-
rants the assumption. There is scarcely a home here but has its or-
chard, many of which are too remote from tranportation facilities for 
the shipping of fresh fruits. It is therefore the custom of the house-
wife and her family to busy themselves during the brief season with 
fruit drying. The product is sold to the country stores in barter for the 
family requiremtnts, and in turn is sent, as soon as a shipment is 
gathered together, to jobbing houses in the larger cities, who soon ac-
cumulate ~ar-load quantities. It is these houses who attend to their 
distribution, and the aggregate shipments sometimes amount to forty 
car-loads in a single year. 
Of dried peaches, those dried in September, in the middle and south-
ern counties, are the brightest and best looking of our supply; but the 
means by which large qu~ntities are gathered together in our jobbing 
centers, as stated above, show that few lots can be acquired that are 
not of a mixed character. Indeed, it bas been the custom with large 
dealers to bulk all their receipts, and by a thorough mixing to secure a 
uniform grade. When so served, Salt Lake peaches have a definite 
value, depending only on supply and demand, just like any other staple. 
Those dried in August are from large fruit, much of it from orange 
peaches, and the hot sun makes them dry dark. It is doubtful whether 
these are not really Urn best fruit, but their appearance is against them. 
Then, again, their size tempts driers to" quartering," and this at once 
gives them a foreign look that lowers their market value, and is much 
. deprecated. The later peaches are smaller and lighter in color and pro-
duce the best results. More unpeeled peaches are dried and sold in 
Utah than of all the other fruits put together. 
A fancy article, that has never yet been produced here in anything 
like the quantity that could be sold, is the Utah peeled peach. There is 
nothing like it for fine flavor anywhere. It keeps well and commands 
twice or thrice the figure of the unpeeled. Prob.ably the reason why 
more are not dried is because the season is short; they require time for 
the work, and have to be done when everybody is busy. They sell for 
a price higher than the best raisins and equal to figs. 
On the ~upply of dried apples the low prices that have ruled in the 
last two years have had their effect; that is, they are called low prices 
here, but in other parts the going figures are much lower than ours el,.er 
were. But it must not . be forgotten that the labor bestowed on them 
here is far greater than elsewhere. An unpeeled, uncored drie~ apple, 
such as they market in California, never appears here; consequently 
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there is no trouble in marketing all that are produced. The demand 
from surroun~ing regions usually consu~e~ the entire supply, and they 
are rarely shipped as far as the Missouri river. 
·. The apricots liere invariably :find a ready market, it being an excep-
tional year when they are not cleared out before Ohristmas. The price 
always ranks high, and the fru it is a general favorite. 
Sometimes as many as 100,000 pounds of plums find their way to this 
mar_ket, although last year the yield fell far short of this_. They are 
always halved and pitted when dried, no one here having yet. re orted 
to punching out the stone, as is generally done elsewhere, and which 
does not result as well. As with the other fruits, all kinds are bulked, 
making one grade, which is necessarily much mixed. Attention is now 
being turned to the German prune for drying purposes, and these will 
probably be kept separate. The time is at hand when these will take 
the place of those imported, and in a few years exports. are sure to fol-
low. · , 
ll). the matter of nursery products it stands to reason that the accli-
mated. growths of our mountain nurseries, with their reputatiou for fine 
fruits and hardy nature, should bring about a considerable traffic in 
young trees born of our native soil awl air. We believe the rea on 
why there are not a great many shipped to points where our fruits are 
envied but not matched, is because they have not been produced on a 
large enough scale, nor their merits advertised. 
In this land of gardens and groves we also know what shade trees 
best thrive, and a demand for them from abroad bas sprung up within 
the year, some 100,000 young trees having already been exported. 
STOCK INTERESTS. 
If our climate is too dry for the luxuriant growth of grasses, the con-
formation of our territor.v is such that it fully off'8ets to the stock-rai er 
whatever drawbacks may be laid to the want of summer rains. A the 
feed begina to give out 011 the lower benches in the spring, the now 
line is receding on the foot-hills, and stock is pastured at higher alti-
tudes as the season advauces, until in the midsummer they graze 
among the grassy valleys of the mouutains and on the cool, hi,gl.J. 
plateaus. When winter approt1iches they gradually retfre agaiu, and 
by the time of general snow-fall are roaming over low, wide ran(J' 
where they cannot exist ir summer for heat and want of water. Thi 
changing life brings them health and hardihood. They have a" um-
mer out" every year, and are tbu developed into the sturdiest race of 
America. The ranges of one sea ·on are held in reserve at another. 
During- the summer, ·on the millions of acre of the interior ba in , too 
dry for summer range , the native bnnch gras, is maturiug and cur , 
standing, ready for the immeu e flocks arn.l herds which will wint r 
there. In the e region · tbe snow-fall is light enough to farni ·h wat r 
for the stock, nt not to bm,v the dry, fa,ttening, bllnch gra · , famou 
for its nutriti\·e qualitie ·. Snch, in round rm , i the mann r of r i · 
ing cattle, hor ~e , and sheep in Utah, and the quintuplino- of the e iu-
tere t in the la t ix years iH sufficient proof of it excellenc . Tak n 
alto_g tber, tb re are 11ot f wer han 3,00 ,000 animal b r<led in Utah. 
aga10 ·t 50-1,520 reported by tlle Bureau of Stati ·tic in 1876. B id 
tbi in ·_rea ·e in number.: th iutriu ·ic value per head of c ttle ~u 
hor · i. ~ 1t o. (1 ,1 hkd, while that of Hh p ha b n gr c tl IID· 
prov d. 
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Oattle.-Tbe cattle interests of Utah are rapidly improving in every 
respect. Much more attention is being paid to breeding up tba~ ev~r 
before. No State or other 'l'erritory, iu proportion to its population, is 
bringing in as much stock for this purpose as- we are. As a res~lt, our 
beef steers are very blocky, <lesira.1Jle cattle and a,Terage well m any 
market. There are few herds in tlrn !.l'erritorv which are not now 
crossed with either Durham or Hereford blood,.while for domestic pur-
poses the Holstein are attracting much attention for milk, butte_r, and. 
beef. Although an average of all the opinions we have obtained 1s that 
stockmen cannot go far from the short-horn for best beef results, a 
mingling with other breeds to greater or less degree is unanimously 
recommended for special purpo~es. There are several exte11sive con-
cerns engaged solely in the high breeding of cattle for our ranges, and 
the result must soon be seen all over the Territory. It has been pretty 
well demonstrated that the nnm ber of cattle in Utah is almost half a 
million, valued at $11,500,000. While this is comparatively few in num-
bers, the average value per head js high. 'l'he low price of beef in the 
East prevents any great exports, which in 1885 amounted to $500,000 
from shipments made to Wyoming and Chicago, but in 1886 did not 
amount to more than half that, the most of them going to Nebraska for 
feeders. More than one prominent stockman says there is no place on 
earth where they eat such good, juicy beef as in Utah. 
Horses.-So far as Utah is concerned, the caJuse is practically ex-
tinct. Such has been tue care exercised in breeding up during recent 
years that the Utah range horse is a better ammal for his weigLt and 
size than any other in America. He is being crossed from the native 
(which has been considered the best horse for toughness, lungs, feet, 
spirit, and endurance outside of Arabia) with the Hambletonian for 
the sake of appearance and speed, and with the leading breeds of 
America for other qualities, particularly for size. Utah is now, there-
fore, an important horse market, with a wide reputation -for the excel-
Jenee of her stock, which excel for street-car, light drivfog, and saddle 
purposes. There is a large, active demand for them every spring in 
Colorado, Wyoming, and New Mexico, the fact that they come from 
Utah giving them increased value. Many parties are engaged here in 
the improving of horses. The cow-punching horse is raised from thor-
oughbred stallions and native mares that baYe been reared on hilly 
country. He requires fleetness, wind, and endurance to the gTeatest 
degree, a.ad nowhere else can they be produced with these qualities so 
marked. Besides these, work and farm horses, fancy roadsters, fine 
carriage and heavy freight horses are being raised. The mountain 
qualities of fine feet and lungs remain with the horse for the remainder 
of ~is career, no matter where be may go, and for -this reason the whole 
Umted StMes will ultimately be a market for Utah-raiAed horses. 
There is said to be at present 250,000 head in the Territory, worth 
$10,000,000. - -
SheeJ!,-If' t.he_ census reports of 1880 were true, the growth of our 
sb~ep mterests 1s the most remarkable of all our industries. They 
cla1me~ ~o find only 233,121 head in onr Territor.v. To-day, averaging 
the op1mons of the best-informed sheep men nmong us, and counting 
lambs, there are not less than 2,400,000, worth $7,0o0,000. The same 
figur~s are arrived at by figuring back from the wool clip of la1-it year. 
~ otw1thstanding these great numbers, Utah is still a buyer of sheep 
and the tide is inward, especially for heavy shearers, sheep men having 
all learned that it costs a~ much to herd flocks yielding 3 pounds as 
those yielding 8 pounds per head. .A. sudden grading up has taken 
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place among large holders in the past three years from the original 
Mexican stock through Cotswold and Spanish Merinos, and latterly 
through French Merino. This has given good results in :fineness of 
wool, but some feel that the stock is rendered too fine and delicate by 
this means, and are breeding back through Cotswolds and Lincelns. 
There are probably 100,000 sheep in Utah that average a 10-pound clip, 
but the whole average is less than 5 pounds. It is still considered good 
doctrine that, by working for the best mutton, the sheep men got the 
best results in wool. Some claim that our ranges are now :filled, and 
that, un\ess new and more remote regions are explored, such as exist 
!n southeastern Utah, an outward movement must soon_ begin. If so, 
1t would probably be in the direction of southern Colorado or Idaho. 
The bulk of our sheep is held in San Pete, Emery, Tooele, Box Elder, 
Juab, Willard, and Summit counties, although, of course, every county 
has large holdings. 
Hogs.-There are probably 100,000 swine in Utah worth $500,000. 
None are exported, and the number killed annualJy is not over150,000. 
Fresh lucerne, for summer feed, enables us to raise hogs cheaply, and if 
the curing of the meat were being done on a larger scale, there would 
be many more grown. 
ANIMAL PRODUCTS. 
Wool.-Utah wool men handled last year 9,000,000 pounds, for which 
they paid an average of 19 cents, making $1,710,000. Of this amount 
1,000,000 pounds were consumed by the woolen factories here. 
Hides, pelts, etc.-Some 500,000 pounds of sheep pelts are exported, 
worth $60,000, and about 500,000 pounds of hides, valued at $50,000. 
One or two concerns here consume 50,000 pounds of sheep-skin in 
manufacture, and the tannery uses about 300,000 pounds of bides per 
year. Most of the tanned sheep-skin is exported. Some 30,000 pounds 
of excellent flint deer-hide and 15,000 pounds of buckskin are also ex-
ported. Furs, such as muskrat, wolf, beaver, mink, fox, bear, badger, 
lynx, wildcat, and otter are shipped in quantities, whose aggregate value 
is $25,000. 
Poultry, etc.-It would be difficult, indeed, to gather data by which 
one could form a reliable estimate of the quantity of poultry exported 
or even sold. There is hardly a town near a railroad from which dressed 
or live chickens, ducks, geese, turkeys, etc., are not shipped in greater 
or lesser quantities. In the largest cities there are some who gather 
small shipments from country stores and do a jobbing business in that 
way, but the bulk of the traffic is done by the small country stores them-
selves shipping to correspondents in the adjoini1:1g States. An estimate, 
necessarily unreliable, of the aggregate of these shipments places them 
at about $20,000 per year. 
It is not so difficult to learn the proportions of our egg business, which 
is a steady and ready-selling article with us. Several dealers make a. 
regular pursuit of this alone, and from them the annual exports are put 
atl,250,000 dozens, valued at $225,000 free on board. Many car-load lot 
are shipped in different directions, California being generally a buyer of 
our egg . 
In the matter of honey, there is produced probably 200,000 pound 
P r annum, worth $16,000. The ·bee feed on locust blo om and wild 
flower , but chiefly on white clo er. The e yield a honey of very light 
color, cle•ir, and of rich flavor. As the moi~ ture vaporate rapidly 
here, it i in a highly concentrated state ana candies quickly, but it· 
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~,bsolutelv pure and of good commercial value. Nearly all of it is ex-
tracted, only a small proportion being sold in the comb. The beeswax 
produced is mostly consumed at home. 
MINERAL RESOURCES. 
Intelligent examinations of our mountains have revealed that, aside 
from the deposits of precious metals which have already made the ~l'~r-
ritory rich, they are a wonderful laboratory on a gigantjc scale, 'Yherem 
Nature has worked with infinite cunning for countless centunes a!1d 
stored up vast treasures from which manufacturing and commercial 
communities may yet draw their supplies of crude material. . 
In the neighborhood of Spanish Fork canon, and elsewhere m the 
Territory, are to be found beds of niter, commonly called saltpeter. It 
occurs in large quantities, in soft white masses slightly translucent, re-
sembling damp white sugar. It is sufficiently pure to fuse briskly when 
thrown upon hot coals. · 
Near Pleasant Valley junction, at the head of Price canon, the Ozo-
cerite Mining Company, of New York, is engaged upon deposits of 
ozocerite or mineral wax, which oozes from the rocks near the coal 
memmres of this district. But little has been known of this mineral 
until now, as it is nowhere else found in sufficient quantity to create 
any degree of interest. It is of a brownish-black hue, almost inodor-
ous, and some tons of it have been extracted for experimental purposes. 
Fabrics treated with this substance are rendered water, air, and acid 
proof, it being soluble only in benzine or naphtha. .As an insulator it 
is perfect. It can be rendered white as snow, and makes excellent wax 
candles, and, indeed, will fill all the purposes ·to which ordinary paraf-
fine wax is put. If, by boring or other means, the large quantities are 
found which it is fully believed exist in this neighborhood, there will 
be no difficulty in establishing an important industry in this connection, 
as there is an active demand for this mineral. 
In va;rious portions of Spanish Fork canon and vicinity there are de-
posits of asphaltum of different varieties, sometimes occurring as native 
pitch, quite pure, at others as a highly saturated bituminous shale, and 
at many places the deposits are of great extent and richness, quite near 
to the railroad, and capable of producing at a low cost an enormous 
quantity of asphalt which may be used for toot-pavements, for indurating 
piles and posts as a preventive of rot, for the making of black varnish, 
and various other uses. An analysis of one of these seams yields naph-
tha, paraffine, picric acid, and a residuum which proves a good lubri-
cator. 
But the most important development of this character is the Gilsonite 
mines, near l.i.shley, Uintah county. A prominent chemist of Washing-
~on, D. C., to whom samples of this mineral were submitted, declared 
it to be different to any other known substance, and gave it the name it 
now bears. An analysis is as follows : 





This shows it to be almost absolutely pure asphalt. It has only a 
trace of foreign matter, the remainder being carbon and volatile mat-
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ter. The only other deposit I know of in America of merchantable 
quantit,y is in California, but there the best samples yield, I beliern, 
only 20 to 28 per cent. carbon and 20 to 80 per cent. sand at1d ash. 
It is on the singular.. purity of Gih;ouite that its unique charactPr is 
based. This mineral is quickly soluble in bisulpllate of carbon and in 
chloroform, also, and Jess rapidly, in ether, benzine, and turpentine; but 
it utterly resists the action of water, air, or the acids. It is black in 
color, has no odor unless heated, is bright, brittle, and by no mPans 
waxy. It mehs at 285 degrees Fabr., and, as it hardens quickly at a 
lesser temperature, .is a non-conductor of heat. Its principal value will 
pr:obably be on account of its insulating properties, some of the best 
electricians of th'e United States having proved it to be the best in-
sulator known. By mixing with sand it makes good paving-blocks, a11d 
may be used largely in this way, and for making the best qualities of 
asphaltum varnish and black enamel; also for coating canvas to render 
it water-proof. It is found in a perpendicular fissure, cutting through 
the horizontal sandstone strata. The vein is three feet in {jliickness, is 
evidently of great depth, and is exposed eugewise for at least 5,000 feet. 
The supply is, therefore, practically limitless. 
Ooal.:-The coal-measures of Utah are vast in extent, and are exposed 
in several widely separated districts. It is all bituminous and of good 
quality. There are large veins in Iron county, in tlie southern portion 
of the Territory, in close proximity to immense deposits of iron. But 
these are too remote from railroads to have much importance at pres-
ent, as it is now impossible to work either the coal or iron mines to any 
extent. Excellent coal is also mined for local consumption in San Pete, 
Uintah, Box Elder, and in remote parts of Emery county. But the bulk 
of our productions is from the Pleasant Valley and Weber districts. 
In Pleasant valley the Denver and Rio Grau de Western Rail way oper-
ates a mine which, in 1886, produced 71,814 tons, and the Utah Central 
Railway Company produced from its mine in the same neighborhood 
32,100 tons. In the Weber region the Union Pacific Railway Company 
produced 32,000 tons and the Home Coal Company 24,025. At Wales, 
San Pete county,a company mined 1,500 tons ofcoal of good quality. The 
value of the total production, 161,439 tons, which is all merchantable 
coal (exclusive of slack), is $347,134- at the prices charged at the mine. 
By the time it reaches the consumer it is sold for almost $1,000,000. 
It would be strange indeed if, in the midst of these bituminous de-
posits and in the neighborhood of the great coal-measures, there were 
not to be found evidences of petroleum; therefore there are many 
signs, both in Price canon and extending as;i far east as Green River 
station, that only intelUgent prospecting is required to find oil wells 
of considerable volume. For the first time since their discovery 
attempts are now being made to develop these oil fields. 
A singular deposit is being opened up in the eastern part. of oar 
Territory at a point about 7 miles southeast of Cisco, toward Green 
river, in the shape of extensive agate field . Agates and cualcedony 
are found in many portions of the United States, but never of ,_,uch 
enormous size and beauty as in these fields, which have been located 
upon by citizen, of our Territory, and wi11 be exten ively work u in 
conne~~ion withPhiladelphia parties. Here are fouu<l boul<ler of mo t 
beaut~ful w~ter agate a large a 5 feet in diamP-ter, witlrnut flaw and 
of c~ licat I?t . Throughout the e immen e gem are portion of car-
nelian, one pie ·e of which ha been cut out 5 incl.Je in diameter. The 
carnelian Hpot , however, vary in size and opacity, and, in some peci-
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mens, where the cbalce<lony is green, the spots arc of j3:sper red, fo~m-
ing bloodstones of great beauty. That a.gates of such size anu quality 
are to be found iu auuuuance bas excited 110 small degree of interest, 
and thousands of acres of these fields have been taken up under the 
placer act, while plans are being formed for the establislnnent of works 
to cut up and polish the stones, many of which are large enough to 
furnish slabs for table tops, mantel-pieces, etc. · 
A natural product for which Utah is f,unous is salt, and large quanti-
ties are exported for use in silver mines in Idaho, Montana, Nebraska, 
and Colorado, in adJition to what is required at home. A great deal of 
rock salt for stock is mined in San Pete and Sevier valleys, but by far 
the greater quantity of salt shipped is manufactured from the waters of 
the Great Salt lake. It will easily be believed that the supply is ample 
for all time to come, it being estimated that the waters of the lake a lone, 
if evaporated, would yield 113,000,000,000 cubic feet of solid salt. 
About 15 per cent. of the lake is solid matter, and of this about DO per 
cent. is pure chloride of sodium, the remainder being chiefly sulphate 
of soda with a little chloride of magnesium. By improved processes 
adopted for evaporation, however, the manufactured article is from 95 to 
99 per cent. pure . 
. At certain low degrees of temperature the Great Salt lake yields up 
vast quantities of sulphate of soda, which .the winds blow to the shores, 
where hundreds-of tons are sometimes piled up in a single night. The 
Salt Lake Chemical Works are now starting up their plant intended to 
convert this hitherto undeveloped resource into soda:ash, sal-soda, car-
bonate of soda, etc. 
· In the matter of building stone·Utah is to be envied . Within her 
boundaries she contains an inexhaustible store of handsome limestones, 
marbles, granites, magnesium lim_estones, most of which are along the 
lines of the railroads and easy of access. Large quantities of our sand-
stones are being shipped to the East, and I have no doubt our marbles 
will follow as soon as the quarries are opened up. 
A very superior quality of roofing slate is found on Antelope island, 
one of the islands of Great Salt lake. It is gray, green, and purple, and 
experts say is not surpassed in quality by any in Amer-ica,. The differ-
ent varieties afford material for any purpose to which slate is usually 
put · _ 
A supply of fire-clay exists in Bingham canon, which has been 
drawn upon by Salt Lake parties to make all the fire-brick used in this 
region, and considerable bas been exported. Further supplies are to 
be fou.nd throughout the Wahsatch mountains, where it underlies the · 
sub-carboniferous limestones. 
In Immigration cafio_n, near this city, and other places not far dis-
tant, carbonate of soda exists as an efflorescence on the soil. 
At several points in the Oottonwood canons good qualities of as-
bestos are found, much of it bei,ng excee<lingly flexible and of slender 
fiber. ~ similar deposit is reported near Milford, in Beaver county. 
A vein of copperas is also known. It is located in -Spanish Fork 
canon, and is 6 to 8 inches in tllickness. · / 
The mineral waters of Utah, though possessing medicinal qualities 
of S!range virtue, have not, until recently, been bottled for export. 
Durrng the past year, however, those from the wells at the Hot springs, 
several miles north of Salt Lake Oity, have been bottled and sold in 
C?nsiderable quanti~ies, bavin~ found favor with the public as effi-
cient seltzer. Promment physicians have indorsed it, and it is likely 
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that considerable will be exported in tbe future. An analysis gives 
the following: 
Chloride ofpotassium .•••.........•.•.............••••....•............... 
Chloride of sodium .....•••.••......•..................•••....•••....•..••. 
g~}~~li: ~} ~!fi~':i~~:::::: ::: ::: :: ::: ::: : :: : : : : : :: : : : :: : :: : :::: :: : : ·.:::: 
Sulphate of calcium ... _ .••.• _ •.•.• _ ..•...•..•.........•.•................ -
Caruonate of calcium ...•......... ..• __ •........................• _ ....... . 
Bi-carbonate of calcium .••••.••.....•.•...•..............•...•••.•••..... -
Alumina .....•...•....•.•..•....•..••..........•........•••••........ - .... 












The Warm Sulphur sprjngs, still nearer the city,bave long been famous 
for thetr baths, and invalids have come from all parts of .America to 
test their virtue. For rheumatism and most cutaneous diseases tbey are 
very effective, and some remarkable cures have been reported. The 
waters contain salt, sulphur, magnesia, lime, and iron. There are many 
other springs in the Territory of a mineral character. 
There is in various portions of Utah, and in such quantities that 
the East may well look here for its supply, sulphur, which occurs as 
a natural deposit of an average purity of .65 at Cove creek, Millard 
county. where large quantities are being refined for export. Some large 
specimens found are almost absolutely pure, while the enormous extent 
and thickness of the beds and the ease with which they are worked, 
warrants the belief that we shall, ere long, supply the entire United 
States with this mineral, as it is nowhere else to be mined to such good 
advantage. A lake in San Pete county yields, when evaporated, a resi-
due of which one-fourth is pure soda, the remainder being chloride of so-
dium and sulphate of soda. In southern Utah borax is found inpaying 
quantities. · It is 25 per cent. pure as found. It also occurs at a point 
25 miles southeast of Pleasant VaHey junction. 
At a convenient point for shipment there are known to be large de-
posits of apatite rich in phosphates and suitabl~ for artificial manures 
or fertilizers. Deposits of chromite, graphite, and of alumina sulphate 
are reported. 
MINES AND MINING. 
From an interesting paper on gold and silver mining in Utah, pre-
pared and read by Col. 0. J. Hollister, of this city, be1ore the American 
Institute of Mining Engineers at their meeting here in July, I extract 
· the following: 
Let me now pass our mines briefly in review by counties, beginning with-
Beaver coiinty.-About 17 mHes west of and 1,700 feet above Milford a contac~ of 
tracbyte and dolomite strikes north a11cl south along the east base of the Grampian 
mount_ain. ~'he p_rincipal mine of Beaver count.y, so far as known, is an im';Ilense 
ore chimney m this con1act. Early in 1876 it passed froru the hands of the d1 cov-
erers into those of Campbell, Cullen & Co., and iul!'ebruary, 1879, was by themsold 
~o the Horn ' ilver Mining Company. 'l'be new corupany took a one-fourth inte_re t 
m the extension of the Utah Central Railway from Juab to t ho mine, 140 mile . 
The exten~ion wa completed in 1879-'80. They established refining works in qhi-
cago, an<l rn 1 ~ ~milt fiye melting stacks within sight of this city, thereby redt1;crng 
the co t of Rmeltmg, which hacl been before carried on in Frisco, near the mme , 
from, 29.-11 to $14.73 per ton. 
'Ibo total output of the mfoo to the end of 1884, wheu production comparath·ely 
. ea ec1, was ~04,Ci07 tons of ore. The yield of this ore was 69 3 9 tons of lead buU-
ion_an~ 7,2fiU/66 ounce of fine silver. The lead and silv r s~ld for 13,190, , of 
wh1cli , ., 00, was di lmr ed in dividends. 
1 'lb_ r 
1 no_ wat r in tbo mino and but very little in the vicinity. Durin(J' the year 
.J it co .i.07 l> r ton to place the ore on the cars. Cost of supplie , inclusive of 
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1,481,000 feet of timber, was $57,942.23. There were 27,000 days' work on ore, 52,524 
pit cars hoisted, 3,600 railway cars of ore shipped, 427 tanks of water used. Cos~ of 
transporting to smelter was $2t5,000. 'rhe smelter reduced 103,079 to11s _of material. 
Cost of smelting was $13.29 per ton of ore; per ton of bullion, $38; refinmg t~10same 
in Chicago, $8. More than 100,000 feet of timber per month went into the mme, yet 
it cost but 50 cents per ton of ore to timber. . . . 
The walls of this great ore chimney have come close together twice, m a vertical 
depth of 1,200 feet, dividing it into three a.lmost distinct ore bodies. It has bee!l 
found impossible to 'support the trachyte-hanging country, which disintegrates_upon 
exposure to the air by the extraction of the ore; hnd two caves have occurred m the 
history of the mine, too late, however, to do much harm. 
About the end of1884 the mine bad been newly equipped with power togo to a 
depth of2,000 feet. A new shaft had been sunk, well out in the hanging country, 
and connected with the seventh level of the old shaft by drift, equivalent to the tenth 
level of discovery shaft. Preparations bad been made to drive djfferent levels the en-
tire length of the ground, i,940 feet. 
Of the present condition of the mine I am not prepared to speak. It is understood 
that the thirteenth level has been reached and opened, and that there is a great deal 
of ore which, from its poverty or baseness, or both, can not he profitably taken out at 
present. Occasional shipments are made, however, and it is very improbable that 
the history of this great mine is a taleb bat is told · 
If the contact fissure in which it occurs contains but one ore pipe in its course of 2 
or 3 miles, it will be strange. The showing is promising both north and south of the 
Horn Silver ground, and in both directions prospPcting has been done, resulting, 
however, in failure. Either the prospectors became discouraged too easily, or their 
operations were ill-advised. 
The Carbonate and the Rattler are locations on a stron~ fissure in trachyte striking 
at right a.ngles with the Horn Silver fissure. The vein filling is chiefly decomposed 
trachyte, soft and light, mixed with ore in the ore chimneys in the proportion of four 
parts of trachyte to one part of ore. From 4 to 8 tons of this material are con-
centrated into one by the Krom process at a cost of $1.50 a ton, six men dressing 30 tons 
a day of ten hours. The product is half lead and contains 60 to 100 ounces silver 
per ton, The mines are opened to a depth of 600 feet, and furnish their own water. 
T~e Cave property comprises 200 acres on the western slope of Cave mountain, a 
section of the Granit.e range, 7 miles southeast of Mnford. The formation of stratified 
blue and white dolomite, dipping into the mountain at an angle of 45 degrees, has 
been twisted and broken vertically, and along this break there is a series of caves, 
contai_ning ores (sand carbonates and limonites) bearing gold and siver, fine fluxing 
matenal, worth on an average perhaps $25 pe'r ton. The workings extend into the 
mountain nearly 2,000 feet, and verti~ally 1,000 feet. These properties belong to. the 
Frisco Mining and Smelting Company, which is not doing much with them at pres-
®~ . 
The mountains and hills bordering Beaver River valley in the vicinity of Milford 
were the scene of great activity in the early days of Utah mining. The surface bo-
nanzas gave employment to several mills and smelters, although.there was then no 
railroad. The surface deposits exhausted, the enerl?etic men of those times soon found 
the country too slow for them and sought other fields. Men, · for the most part of 
small means, have stuck to these mines, however, shipping a little ore every season, 
and thus keeping the pot boiling, patiently awaiting the time when capital shall seek 
them. 
The country is dry and forbidding in the summer, but there is water and wood 
enough, and outdoor operations are never interfered with by snow or cold weather. 
There are ~res of all grades and varieties, in large quantity and small. They are wag-
oned to Milford from Lincoln, and Star and· Bradshaw districts, lO to If> miles and 
carried by rail to this city for $6 or $7 a ton. ' 
Box Elde1· county.-The country west and north west of Great Salt Lake to the!limits 
of the 'l'errittiry is in Box Elcler county. There are several mining districts in that· 
part of the county, but, as I ·lJave said, their development to any considerable extent 
awaits the building of railroads to get in and out upon. • 
. Ju<f,b c_ou!l'ty.-;-Tintic is the principal district of Juab county, and a very interesting 
district it 1s. There are supposed to be three main ore channels located and worked 
under various names, from 1 to 3 miles in length, each of them a'.bout one-half a mile 
apart, and striking north and south . 
. Tb~ Eureka Hill group is tho great mine of one of these ore channels and of the 
district, so far as known. I think it is safe to say that the Eureka Hill mine _has 
~urned out 50,000 tons of $40 ore in the last four years. The formation of these mmes 
1s stratified blue limestone standing vertically on edge and striking_ north and south. 
~he o~e ~akes b~tween the strata, appearing to have replaced the hmest~ne. S~me-
t1mes it 1s the thickness of one stratum sometimes of several strata, and it occas1on-
ally makes across tle stratification, so that the openings present a labyrinth now 600 
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to GOO feet deep, 1,800 feet long, and the full width of the location-300 feet. The 
ore-bearing formation is, indeed, much wider than 300 feet. It is, perhaps, 600 feet. 
Comparatively dry, these ores have found a more ready market in Colorado than in 
Ut,ah. These mines are fairly well equipped, bave still a great deal of unexploited 
ground, and large ore reserves. The Eureka Hill is said to have a fine body of good 
o~·e at a depth of 900 feet from the surface, the deepest working, I believe, in the 
district. There are many promising locations about Eureka Hill, but, depending 
· mainly on their product for development, tbey are slow in becoming important pro-
ducing mines. 
The Crimson-Mammoth group, tt miles south of t,he Eureka Hill, has an ore chim-
ney of mammoth proportions, but the ores bear silver, gold, and copper in about 
equal degrees, and so have presented a difficult problem to their owners. All proc-
esses of reduction have been successively tried and abandoned-the gold mill, 
chloridizing, chlorination, lixiviation, smelting. A process his been tried oflate on 
some 200 terns of the ore by which it is claimt·d that $15 ores can be profitably treated. 
The mine bas, practically, an unlimited quantity of ores of that grade, with a fair 
proportion that are three times as good. 
Half a mile east of this ore channel, and southward, is a second ore channel, located 
as the Sunbeam, the Elmer lfay, the Kenzie, the Hidden Treasure, the North Star, 
the Dragon (iron), the Carisa, the Northern Spy, the Spy No. 2, etc. Ore has been 
recently found ou a location in line with and 1 mile north of these, supposed to be on 
the sarue ore channel; which, if true, would show it to Le 3 miles long. It is generally 
a contact between limestones and irou . The smelters near this city have for years 
procured their iron ore for fluxing in the neighborhood of the Dragon iron mine. Of 
1,he locations named, most of the surface bonanzas w•ire exhausted at an insignificant 
depth. The N ort,hern Spy, worked hi a moderate way, has paid for a IO-stamp chlor-
idizing mill, $30,t 00 in dividendt<, $::32,000 for adjoining ground, and is said to have 
$100,000 worth of ore in reserve ready for stoping. 
Halt a mile east of this ore channel, and farther south again, is a third ore channel, 
located as the J·ulia.n Lane, the Silver Bell, the Golden Treasure, the Tesora, the As-
pinwall, the Jo Bowers, etc. The outcrop on many of these locations is immense, 
almost covering their entire surface aud containing rich ores in pots and chimneys, 
presenting extraordinary inducements to the experienced miner with monry at bis 
command, but sure to remain relatively unproductive, and of course unknown, until 
such miners take hold of t,hem. 
Ores of lead, copper, gold, and silver are found to the westward of Tintic, for a dis-
tance of 50 miles; wherever, indeed, there are moo.ntains or even hills. AU that can 
now be said of them is that the conditions are not such as to permit of their being 
profitably wrought. 
Salt Lake county.-The mines of Salt Lake county are at Bingl:iam canon in the 
Oquirrh, and on the Little and Big Cottonwoods opposite, in the Wasatch. The ores 
of Bingham canon are principally lead-silver: and, since the backs of the veius or de-
posits were worked out, comparat ively poor in silver, low in lead, and base, the mass 
of them requiring concentration before they can be marketed. 
The main ore channel starts near the top of the range :md strikes northeastward to 
the valley, 3 miles,. crossing Upper Bingham cauon, Bear gulch, Yosemite gulch, 
and Copper gulch, varying from 12 to 190 feet in thickness-a contact uetween quartz-
ite foot and lime-shale hanging country. The ore makes in pipes 100 to 150 feet 
through on the course of the ledge, and from 2 to 20 feet in thickness. The ledge 
pitches northwest about 45 degrees, and the ore pipes pitch in the vein toward the 
southwest. 
The ledge is located as the Nast, the Saturn, the Uta.h, the Jordan, the Spanish, the 
Old Telegraph, the Brooklyn, the Miner's Dream, the Wasatch 1 etc., and within fif-
teen years vast quantities of ore have been taken from it, chiefly out of the ridges be-
tween the gulches where surface agencies had oxidized and concentrated the ore. 
The Old Telegraph, ::i, consolidation of twenty-one locations covering a mile of the 
ledge, under a former ownership t,urnect out 60,000 to 70,000 tons of ore, which sold 
for $1,500,000. The Jordan groop is a mile long, and is crossed diagonally by the 
Galena, which, with tbe American Flag, and 1he Excelsior, b long to the property. 
At the intersection of the Galena and the Jordan 100,000 ton of lead-silver ores were 
form rly taken out, which sold for abont $2,000,000, and there is said to be now lyin_g 
there 1,000,000 tons of $20 quartz, in which gold and silver arc so combined that 1t . 
has as yet be n fouuc1 impo sible to work it to advantage. 
The Brooklyn Hes ea t of the Olc1 Telegraph, and cov r half a mile of the ledge. 
Its_yP.arly ntput i not far from 10,000 tons. The Yosemite and tba Lead mines are on 
a s1m1lar l cl~e, 20 to 30 rods di~taut from the ledge I have been talking of. They have 
be o, and. till_ ar , large producers, with the moiety f their ground yet untouched. 
Th L ad 1s aid to have a brea t of lean shipping ore 30 feet thick on it lowe t (7) 
1 vcl. Pr tty w 11 down toward the valley and Lavin()' a southern expo ur , the 
Brook} n, th Yo ·emit , the Yo emite No. 2: the Lead, the Miner's Dream, and the 
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W ttsat Jh have not reached the iron pyrites, lean in both lead and silver, upon which 
the dEposits · of these great ore-channels higher up and with a northern exposu~·e, 
have bottomed. 'fhcir product is principally carbonates and sulphates. The sh1p-
in0' ores contain about 10 ounces of silver and 40 to 50 per cent. lead. Twenty tons 
ol'the low-grade ores are cheaply dressed to 4 or 5, the gain being in lead rather than 
in silver. Suell ores were worthles1:1 ten years ago, and there ca~ be no doubt, I 
think
1 
that millions of tons of Bingham ores, which are now .considered worthless, 
will in like manner be profitably handled in a few years. , . . 
There are, of course, many valuable mines in Bingham which are not on this prin-
cipal ore-channel. The Winnarnuck and the Dixon, the first mines encountered on 
entering the canon; they are immediately at the railroad station and open on a level 
some $1,500,000, the ores averaging 60 ounces per ton; three times the average of the 
run of Bingham ores, even those of the surface. 
There are vast deposits of quartz on Carr Fork similar to that of the Jordan, bear-
ing both gold and silver. A gold mill does not catch the gold closely in this rn~te-
rial, and it is too lean to justify costly processes of reduction, and so it lies bleachmg 
in the sun and leaching in the rain. · 
The South Galena,, the Live Yankee, the Aladdin, the Live Pine, the Silver Shield, 
the Last Chance, the Lucky Boy, and many other mines, fifty or sixty in all, he] p to 
swell the output of the district. Some of these are first-class mines, but more than 
half of them ship less than 100 tons each per year. They are worked by "leasers," 
and necessarily in a small way. 
The Cottonwood canons ship about 2,000 tons of ore in a season, chiefly from half 
a dozen mines. The great lode is the Emma, of dolomite lime, 150 to 250 feet thick, 
pitching into the mountain at an angle of 45 degrees, known in tbese days as the New 
Emma, the Joal., L awrence, ;be Plagsta:ff, and the Eclipse. The Emma and the Flag-
staff ceased t heir enormous production ten or twelve years ago, but prospecting from 
tunnels for new ore bodies at greater depths has been carried on ever since, with only 
occasional interruptions. The productive stage of the Eclipse is still ahead, and the 
J oab Lawrence is a steady p:rodncer. 
On the ridge above tl.10 Emma ledge are the Prince of Wales, the City Rock, the 
Evergreen, etc., which are regular shippers of ore. Below the town of Alta, on the 
long steep slopes facing each other, operations on various mines seem never to cease 
or to amount to much. Among the reasons are lack of means and short seasons. 
The Emma belt extends across the Big Cotton~ood, as the Reed. & Benson, the 
Kessler, the Silver Mountain, and the Maxfield. Besides these there are a hundred 
more or Jess promising locations on the Big Cottonwood. 
· Summit County.-Uintah district, in Summit county, is the name of that part of 
perhaps the greatest mineral field in Utah, whi.ch lies east of the dividing ridge at the 
bead of the Cotton woods, and contains the Ontario, the Daly, the Crescimt, etc. 
'fhe Ontario ledge, inclusive of the Daly, is opened continuously for a distance of 
6,000 feet. The main working shaft rests at present at the tenth level, there being 
some years' work for the mill above that level. From this ground about $20,000,000 
has been taken in the last twelve years, nearly half of which has been disbursed in 
dividends. Eastward the vein is iuterrnpted by au outburst of porphyry, but west-
ward the openi, .gs and the appearances all favor the belief that it extends to the di-
vide, 2 or 3 miles, with perhaps one or two similar veins accompanying it. 
~he Uintah is a wet district, there is a heavy drift, and mines cannot be opened 
without the use of money to start with. L ack of money has kept the district back, 
Lut tl~e extensive exploitation _of the Ontario vein and_ of the adjacent country by the 
Ontano and the Daly compames has been so suggestrve of the great possibilities of 
the ground on their general conrse westward, th:.i.t on the strength of these develop-
ments, taken together with the surface indications, money is at last forthcominO' to 
exploit this ground, although still somewhat timidly. 'l'he locations are beiwr c~m-
bineu. in groups and gathered into the hands of parties able to improve them::' The 
new shaft of the .Anchor is said to ha Ye cut a vein between its fifth and sixth levels as 
rich and stronO' as that of tho Ontario. Tb.is shaft is half a mile west of the Daly 
shaft. 'l'he An?horistroL1bled with water, and is at t.bfr moment advertising for bids 
for t,h e excavatwn of a, drain tmrncl more 1,hm1 a mile long, which will draw off to a 
depth of 1,000 feet. 
Tho Ontario is a swall vein in qnartzitc, but its average output for ten years has 
been a~out 20,000 tons of' dry oro per year-the oro shrinks 25 per cent. in drying-
worth m round numhcrs $100 a tou. The mine has paid its one hundred and thirty-
second di vi<lcucl of i10 cents per share, 64 on 100,000 shares, 68 on 150,0~0 shares, in all, 
$8,300,000; $66 on t,bc old shares ; $34 on tho new shares. 
P?ur huudre•l aud fifty men arn t,mplo,yed at the miue and mill, at an avera.ge wage 
of$:3.50 a cl ay. The mine consumes 15,000 tons of coal in a year, 400,000 feet of lum-
ber, 200,000 running foet of round timber 45 000 pieces of lagging. The mill reduces 
65 tons a <lny, using- lG Lolli; of coal, and 15 to :lO cords of wood, tho latter in the 
dri rs a d Stetfeldt furnaces. Coal costs $4.50 a ton, wood ~5 a cord, lumber $25 per 
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Mi round timbers 6 cents a foot, lagging 6 cents each. Cost of mining per ton is 
about $12 ; of milling$ L4; of hauling, prospecting, dead we,ck, repairs, and incidental 
expemes $5 ; a total of $31. 
- Great difficulties have been met and conquered in the hfatory of the Ontario. The 
arran~ements for taking care of the wa,ter are now ample (for some years at least), 
the m1he is well equipped, all branches of the business are systematized, the mill proc-
ess approaches perfection, and the life of the mine has been strengthened by a gen-
eration through the acquirement of adjacent ground. The mine probably sustains, 
directly and indirectly, 3,000 or 4,000 souls. 
There are other productive mines in the district not on what is now supposed to 
be the line of the On tairo. The Crescent, 2 miles west and 2,000 feet higher, has an 
ore-channel 1,200 feet long and 20 rodR lying about 100 foet under the surface of a 
l~mg steep hill, and sloping with the hill toward the northwest. It is not very un-
like the deposit in Fryer hill, Colorado, except in the grades of its ores, two-thirds of 
which are too poor to ship without concentration. The Apex is a companion mine to 
the Crescent, lying adjoining and contiguous, and presenting many of he same char-
acteristics. The Crescent is now sinking a shaft on a perpendicular vein at the inner 
end of a 2,000-foot fonnel driven from the face of the hill under the ore-deposit. In 
the same vicinity are the Sampson and the Boas large veins lying under and partly 
in Pinon hill, aod containing bunches of high-grade argentiforous galena. 
Of all this ore-bearing region the water might be drained to a depth of from 2,000 
to 4,000 feet by a tunnel striking the Ontario main shaft at the fourteenth level, 3 miles 
from the entrance underground of the tunnel. The course of the tunnel would be 
near and along the eastern extension of the Ontario vein, or what is believed to be 
such, for a distance of 2 miles, and in these days of machine drills and high explosives 
its excavation would be a comparatively inexpensive undertaking. An outlay of 
$10,000amontbforthreeyearswouldprobably accomplisbit, working on a single head-
ing. Along its course are the Hawkeye, the McHenry, the Lowell, and the Parley's 
Park, upon each of which shafts have been put down 300 to 400 feet, and levels and 
crosscuts and adits driven, and then the drivers themselves driven out by under-
ground water-spouts. The Ontario could probably excavate this tunnel at less ex-
pense than it will cost to sink its main shaft from t.he tenth to the fourteenth level. 
I think there are possibilities in Uintah district worthy of the attention of mining 
engineers. Although it bas turned out over $20,000,000, it is, without doubt, still in 
the earlier stages of development'and production. It contains no Comstock, but its 
veins and deposits are of a character more profitable to exploit and to work as a. 
whole than the vast barren Comstock ledge with its two chief bonanzas, one for each 
mile of its length and for each fourteen years of its life. 
Tooele county.-The mines of Tooele county are in Ophir and Dry canons, oppo-
site Bingham canon, on the western slope of the Oquirrh, and near Stockton be-
tween Ophir and Great Salt Lake, in t,he foot-hills. One goes out there in an hour 
via the Utah and Nevada Railway, rounding the point of the mountain by the lake 
shore. 
The country at Stockton is quartzite and lime, underlaid by syenite. Granite por-
phry dikes disturb and cross the veins, which strike mainly with the formation. The 
gangue is oxWo of iron, quartz, spar, and clay. The ore is silver-lead, mostly car-
bonate free from base metals and very desirable as a flux. 
The ica:diug mine is the Honerine. The ore occurs in well-defined chimneys, of 
which thero may be half a dozen in the course of 1,000 linear feet. The workings 
strike water 800 to 900 feet from the surface. Four-fifths of the ore requires concen-
tmtion, which is done in a mill near the mine. The shipping ore and the concen-
trates average, perhaps, 30 ounces silver and 60 per cent. lead. Until recently, when 
the smelters materially increased their working charge on carbonate ores, the Ho-
norine was selling in this market 400 tons per month. Tllo output is somewhat le 
now. The mine has paid $100,000 in dividends, is pretty well equipped, and ha 
10,000 tons of ore ready for stoping in reserve. 
A dozen or twenty mines at Stockton, at Dry canon, and at Ophir, similar in char-
acter aud in nature and quality of their ores to the Ironorine, are wrought with 
more or less success, according to the means and the enterprise and energy of their 
owners. 
The output of Tooele county might as well be 30,000 or 50,000 tons per annum a 
3,000 or G,000; and this i!:I true of the mines on the American Fork, in Utah county, 
which u~ecl to be heavy shippers, but are so no longer. "Assessment work" never 
makesmmes. 
Washingt~n County.-In this county the Silver Reef mines turn ont about 250,000 
oanc !i of s1lvn p r year, cbiP-fiy from the properties of the Christy and th tormon 
co~pa~ie . Th ore. contain, perhap , 20 ounces of silv r per ton, one-fourth of 
which 1 i:irofit, sp~aking roughly. ] or tbe past ten years the output of Sil vcr Re f 
bati _b' nm the ne1ghborh od of 3,000,000 ounces. The working of th two om-
panu•tJ named are quite xten i ve, and they have a good deal of unexploited ground. 
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There is no reason to suppose that this silver-bearing sands~one reef, whi-ch is 100 
miles long, contains ores rich enough to pay only in the locality where they have so 
far been wrought. . · . 
This ends my review by counties. I have aimed to give a general idea of tl;-e sub-
ject without incumbering it ~ith d_etails. I think all Utah men ?o_nversant with t~e 
facts would agree with me m sa.ym<r that as respects Utah mmmg the harvest 1s 
great and the laborers are few. The noutput of Utah migh~ be maae_equal to that of 
Colorado by the judicious application of money to the busmess. With more eastern 
and local railroads, which the coming years are certain to bring us, a rush of people 
to Utah may confidently be expected, with money to use and ~ith sense enough to 
ascertain where it can be used to the best advantage. There 1s not much S?ope for 
agriculture in this Territory. If it is to support more than about a quarter of a mill-
ion inhabitants, the mining foundation of its inuustries must be greatly broaden~d. 
It certainly can be. Nature has done her part. The mines are here. The m?untams 
are full of mineral from Franklin to Saint George, from the Wasatch to the Sierras .. 
Some fifteen years since, a mining craze having been worked up on the extroard1-
nary output of the Emma and other newly-discovered mines, many Utah mines were 
sold abroad or in the East ·at extremely high prices, but the money for the most part 
went into the hands of the promotors and middle-men. Very little of it was ever ex-
pended in improvements or in mine development in Utah. I believe the business of 
mining has had to depend more upon itself in Utah, and that it has been conducted 
more on the profits or product realized, than any other State or Territory. Hence, 
when the surface bonanzas were exhausted, many good mines were virtually aban-
doned. In some cases new funds have been got hold of, or a long siege without ade-
quate means, depending altogether on product, has enabled owners to strike the sec-
ond and even the third bonanzas. 
The Winnamuck and Dixon, mentioned before, is an instance of abandonment at 
water-level, after an output of 25,000 tons of 60-ounce ore. Almost all the mines of 
Bingham, now altogether turning out 50,000 tons a year, were long since thought to 
be exhausted. 
At Stockton the Honerine is a resuscitated mine, and so are all the mines now worked 
in Tooele county. · 
At one time the Ontario ore ran only $67 a ton for a year. A one-fourth interest ip_ 
the mine was offered for sale at $375,000. 'fhe mine was carefully examined and the 
offer declined. That one-fourth interest has since earned for its owners in dividends 
five times $375,000. 
The Eureka Hill mine was offered for sale and partly sold in the East at what were 
regarded as extortionate figures. Somehow the sale miscarried; local owners after 
a time got hold of it, carefully resumed work, carrying it on with the proceeds, ship-
ping some seasons hardly twenty car-loads of ore. Bu tin the last four years the yield 
of the mine bas been enormous, and as yet there are no signs of exhaustion. 
When the Horn Silver mine was sold by Campbell, Cullen & Co., all the experts 
could see 500,000 tons of ore in it. When 50,000 tons had been extracted that body 
of ore was all gone, but two distinct ore bodies of usual dimensions have been since 
found below it. 
The Crescent, in Summit county, was virtu.ally abandoned as the Pinon for ten 
years, and then a hundred thousand tons of ore were found in the hill. 
The point I seek to impress is that constantly there has been a lack of 'means on 
the part of the Utah miners to employ in extensive appliances and deep and wide 
working. It is ten years since the enormous output of the Emma and the Flagstaff 
ceased. Exploitation has been carried on over since in both of them under unusual 
natural difficulties, without satisfactory result. With plenty of means, justifying en-
l'.3-rged plans and more push, and enabling work to be done to better advantage, it is 
likely that new and even larger ore deposits than those found near the surface would 
ere now have been disclosed. These two mines turned out in their earlier years 
$7,000,000 or $8,000,000. 
· Aside from the mills at Silver Reef, there are in Utah the Northern S oy chloridizing 
mill at 'I'intic, and the Ontario and the Daly chloridizing mills at Park City. There 
are two or tb:i:_ee gol~ mills, no~ idle. There are three smelters) the Germania, the 
Hanauer, and the Mmgo, runmng two or three stacks each, and the Horn Silver 
smelter, with five stacks, the latter idle at present. ,. 
Perhaps 20 per cent. of our ores are bought by the smelters East and West, compe-
tition between them forcing them to offer prices for certain kinds of ores which the 
Utah smelters decline to give. 
The ·reduction of the cost of coke to $6 or $7 per ton-it is now twice that-and 
additional smelters in this valley, would of itself largely increase the output of our 
1!1ines, and thet:ie conditions will be secured by the construction of additional railroads 
from the East to this valley. This is being done at this moment, so that the outlook 
for mining in this Territory and in districts naturally tributary to this valley may 
safely be regarded as promising. 
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The mineral product of the Territory for the calendar year of ·1886, 
ca~efully prepared from reliable sources by Mr. J.E. Dooly, manager of 
Wells, Fargo & Co.'s bank, of Salt Lake, is here given : 
Copper. Lead re· Lead nnre· Fino fined. fined. silver. 
BASE BULLION. 
Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Ounces. 
Germania Lead Works........ .. . .•. . . . . . .. . . . ... . .. 208,800 9,834, 700 663,106 
Hanauer Smelter........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 11, 741, 763 903,302 








N et product base bullion.......... . . . . . . . . . . . 208, 800 33, 843, 843 1,970,693 
Contents ore shipped.................... .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 024. 85:,! 649, 878 





Total.... . . . . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2, 407, 550 208, 800 48, 456, 260 2, 838, 263 8,369 
l====k====l====t====I==== 
DORE BARS. 
~if l!~~!!l;l{iY~~?~~~~~~~::::::::: :::: :: ::: : : : :::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Other mills and places . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............•.•.. ..... . 
Total dore bars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
RECAPITULATION. 
801,712 








2,407,550 pounds copper, at 6 cents per pound. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . • . . • • $144, 453. 00 
208,800 pounds r efined lead, at 4. 63 cents per pound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . .• • . . 0, 667. « 
48,456,260 pounds unrefined lead, at $58 per ton.............................. ............ 1,405, 231. 54 
5,918,842 ounces fine silver, at $0.9902 per ounce .................. ...... .......... ... . . .. 5,860,837.34 
10,577 ounces fine gold, at $20 per ounce . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 211,540.00 
-----
Total export value . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 7, 631, 729. 32 
Computing the gold and silver at its mine valuation n,nd other metals at their value 
at the sea-board, it would increase the value of the product to $10,365,044.67. 
Comparative statement, showing the qiiantity of the 13ilver and gold contained in base bullio1i 
produced in Utah. 
Total sil· Silver in Gold jn oreslTotal silve) Total gold Total golcl ores and Years. vorpro. p*iclucetl. baso bul. and ~aso produced. I product. duced. lion. bullion. 
Ounces. Onnces. Onnces. Ounces. Per cent. I Perunt. 
1877 ...................... ... 4, 3/i9, 703 17, ;125 2,102,098 11,015 48. 2 6.1.6 
1878 •..••••.••..•......•••••. 4,357,328 15, om 2, 108, :J39 10, 165 48. 3 6i.5 
1879 ............ ............. 3, s:1n, 047 l5, 932 ], 797, 5 9 b, 693 46. 8 3.5. 7 
1880 . .... ......... ........ ... 3,783, 566 8,020 1,401,819 2,878 37.1 35. 8 
1881. .•.....•.•.....••. .•.... 5,400,101 7,958 2, G43, 899 2,622 48. 9 32. 9 
1882 ..••...••.•.••.... ...•.•. 5,435,444 9,039 2,581, 71,9 5,016 47. 3 lf.i.5 
]883 . •••.•. •······•·· · .....•. 4,531,763 0, 091 2, 3:jl, ]90 5,597 51. 8 80 
1884 ......•.................. 5,669,483 5, 5:10 3,253,984 :J, 806 57., 68. 8 
1.885 .••..•••.•••.•••..•••••• . 5,972,689 8,903 a, 189,576 7,289 53.4 8).8 
18ll6 ................ , ....... . 5,918,842 10,577 2, 838,:.!61 8,3ll9 ,1.9 79.1 
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Comparative statement of the value of leacl bullfon, incl-uding silver and gold nece&sa1·ily p1·0-
duced in its nianufa,cttwe west of the Missouri river. 
[Complied from the annual reports issued by John J. Valentine, vice·president and general manager, 
• Wells, Fargo & Co,, San Francisco.] , 
Years. 
Tota! value of Total v~lue _of Per cent. of 
prec_10us ID;et. lead.bullion, ID· entire 
als, mcludmg c~mhng goldand product. 
lead. silver contents. 
1878 . .................................................... . 
1879 •. . •. . ••.•••..••.. ···•••··• • ····· .........•.......•... 
1880 ··•···••···•···••••··•··••· ... . ...................... . 
1881 ................... .................................. . 
1882 • ••..••..••..••..••..••...•.......•.............••••• 
1883 ..• . •.•••••.••..••..••..••• . ... · · • · · • · · · · •. · • •. · .•. · · · 
188, ..•• ···•··••· .••..•••.•••••.•.....••.......•......•... 
1885 .•..•.••..•••••.••.. ••··•••·••· .••..••••..••.....•.... 
























The above statement shows a marked annual increase in the percentage of precious 
metals profluced in the manufacture of base bullion. It demonstrates conclnsively 
that the process of smelting is in the ascendant for the reduction of ores, and that any 
causes tending to decrease or discourage the production of lead will produce a corre.: 
sponding decrease in the gold and silver production west of the Missouri river. 
RA.IL ROADS. 
There has been no increase in the railroad mileage of this Territory 
during the year past, but in the general awakening of our material in-
terests there are unmistakable evidences that railroad building will 
soon begin. The Colorado Midland has been incorporated in this Ter-
ritory, to connect on our eastern border with the new road now pushing 
westward through Colorado. A broad.gauge road has also been pro-
jected to strik~ westward from Salt Lake City, tapping a number of im-
portant mining districts on our western border and in Nevada, and open-
ing up a vast range of fertile country now very isolated, but abounding 
in resources. Its ultimate destfoation is Los Angeles., Cal., and.a num-
ber of wealthy and influential Ualifornians have the project in hand 
in concert with some of our own citizens. 
The railroad system of Utah is herewith given: 
Miles of line. 
Road. From- To-
Union Pacific: 
Main line in Utah ..••••....•.•.•.•.. 
Utah Central ....................... . Ogi~n.:::::::::::::::::::: 
~:yoming line.. 73 
Salt Lake and Western ....... : ...••. 
Echo and Park,City ............... .. 
Lehi ..................... . 
Echo ..................... . 
Frisco.......... 280 
SilverCity...... 57 .••• . • 
Park City....... 31 .. . .•• 
Utah and Nevada .......••....•...••. 
Utah and Northern* ....•••.......•.. 
Utah and EasL~rn ..••••........•..... 
Salt Lake City ........... . 
Ogden ..•••.......•.....•. 
Coalville ................. . 
Terminus....... . . . .. • . . 37 
Idaho line . . . . • . . • ~. . . . . 76 
ParkCity....... .•...••. 27 
Total Union Pacific ............................................................. . 
Denver and Rio Gr<tnde Western: 
441 140 
Main line in Utah .................... Colorado line ............. Ogden ................ . 
Bingham Branch .................... .Bingham .Junction....... Bingham ............... . 
Little Cottonwood ....................... do . . ................... .Alta ................... . 
Pleasant Valley .........•..•........ Pleasant Valley .Junction Coal mines ...•••.••..... 






'.l: o t al Denver and Rio Grande ... . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 368 
Western. === 
Central Pacific in Utah .................. Ogden . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .• . Nt1vada line . . .. 157 
San Pete Valley ......... . ........... Nephi .................... Chester......... ....... 34 
Grand total. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 598 542 
*Total length Ogden to .Silver Bow, 410 milea. 
INT 87-YOL 1-58 
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THE INDIANS OF UTAH • 
. Being wit~out reports from the agencies located in this Territory, it is 
~rffi.cult to give more than a general treatment of tuis subject. I be-
lieve there are some 2,000 to 2,200 Indians in Utah altogether, the 
greater number of whom are at the Uintah and Ouray agencies on the 
~astern boundary of the Territory. The remainuer exist partly in rov-
rng bands and partly in the settlements they have made fur themselves 
at different places. There are three such communities where the In-
dians, by abjuring their tribal relations, have taken up the lands per-
mitted them by law and have done much to improve them and their 
own condition. These Indian towns are at Deep Creek, Thistle Valley, 
and at Washakie, near Bear river. At the latter place they have a 
school, store, decent houses, and some comforts. The roving bands ac-. 
know ledge some one or other of the well known chiefs; those in the 
northern part of the Territory being chiefly Shoshones, and those to the 
south Piutes. There is not the slightest sign of hostility on the part 
of the Indians away from the reservations, those who rove being un-
ambitious and without spirit, while as to those who gather in their farm· 
jng villages, all their paths are peace. 
LABOR SUPPLY AND WAGES. 
As a general proposition it may be· stated that the labor supply of 
Utah is not greater than the demand, and the indications are that in 
the near future there will be ·a demand for certain classes of labor that 
we cannot fill. So far, however, during the past year, all williug to 
work have been able to find employment and there need not have been 
art unoccupied man in our midst. There have been weeks when it was 
difficult for employers to get sufficient help, but on the whole the sup. 
ply has been about equal to the demand. In a few lines of trade, no-
tably plumbers and steam fitters, skilled labor has been sent for, and 
just at present there are, besides these, barely enough for present needs 
of caqienters, masons, stone cutters, and wood.working machinists. 
Whether this demand will continue this fall I cannot i:;ay, but there is 
a general feeling that we shall need, in the spring, more of such skilled 
labor than will be at our command. Farm labor is not over plentiful 
and in the season difficult to secure. Experienced cattle and sheep 
herders are also scarce and hard to get. A number of reliable hands 
of this sort would find certain employment in this Territory. 
The foll(?wing will indicate what wages are paid in the larger cities: 
Ca!'Penters ......•....•.....•.. per day .. 
.Joiners ...........•............... do ... . 
Wood·woi:king machinists ........ do ... . 
Wood turners .. .... ............. . do ... . 
Steam.fitters and plumbers ....... do ... . 
Masons ........... .. .. ........... . do ... . 
Engineers (stationary) ........... do ... . 
, tonr-cutters ..................... do .. 
l3lack miths and shoers : 
Wages. 
$2. 50 to $3. 00 
3. 50 to 4. 50 
3. 50 
3. 50 
4. 00 to 4. 50 
4. 00 
• 3. 00 
4. 00 
In town ..................... . do... 3. 00 to 3. 50 
PlaJ~r~~~~:::::::::::: ::::: ::::·~~: ::: 3. 00 to U~ 
laughter rs ............... per month .. 60. or to 90. 00 
;::~:.:::::::;;;;;:;))5~i!L :rn i~ 1:il 
-.., a on II tenders .................. do.... 2. 00 
..,ann bands ................ per mont,h.. *30. 00 
Cattle ancl sheep herd r ........ do .... *30. 00 to 40. 00 I 
•With board. 
Remarks. 




Stiff; fully employed in good weather. 
In good demand. 
J In good sop ply, but no surplus. 
Employment irre~ar. 
All well employed and no nrplu . 
.A. good supply just now. 
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Women's l~bor is easily secured by tbe few concerns employing !h~m. 
Tbev earn in the slioe factories from $5 to $9 per week, the macbm1sts 
making from $1~ to $20 per week. 
EDUCA'l'ION. 
The commissioner of schools of the 1'erritory appointed under section 
!35 of "An act to amend au act entitled 'An act to amend section 5352 
of the Revised Statutes of the United States, in reference to bigamy, 
and for other purposes,'" is now collecting information for his report 
in conformity with that law, and so soon as the same can be completed 
it will be sent to the Department. 
SCHOOL LANDS. 
No di~position other than as follows have been made of school lands 
in this Territory. The full complement oflands (two townships) granted 
by the Government for university purposes, have been located, as re-
quired by law in the counties of Cache, Juab, Piute, San Pete, Salt 
Lake, Sevier, Tooele, and Utah. These lands are without water right, 
and for this reason are of comparatirely little value, most of our farm-
ing depending upon irrigation, and their future value will depend in a 
great measure upon the adoption of an improved system of ~toring 
water, or the sinking of artesian wells. It would seem, considering the 
value of the.se lands, that Congress should supplement its gift and 
make additional grants for university purposes. 
PUBLIC BUILDINGS, 
The Territory has no public building in Salt Lake City for the accom-
modation of its officials and for the meetings of its legislative assembly. 
Offices in private buildings are rented for its officers, and the legislative 
assembly holds its sessions in the City .Hall. At Fillmore, in Millard 
county, the former capital, an expenditure of an appropriation by the 
Government of $'.!5,000 was made, and a large two-stor.v adobe building 
erected. This building is now in the custody of Mr. Kelly, of Fillmore, . 
and the small revenue realized from it is used in the care of the build-
ing. A part of the building is occupied as a school. · I am informed 
that the ground belonging to this public square has been incroached 
upon by private parties. The property is without value to the Govern-
ment, and should be sold. . . 
I renew my recommendation of last year, that an appropriation should 
b~ made for a suitable public building here. 
POLYGAMY. 
In the past year there havo been 160 convictions for polygamy and 
unlawful cohabitation, 71 in the first, 26 in the second, and 63 in the 
third. district court. Of the convictions, 3 were for polygamy. Sentence 
was susvended as to 15 upon their promising to obey the law in the 
future. 
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION AND STATEHOOD. 
I had occasion in my last annual r,eport to set forth the Rituation here 
as follows: 
The all-absorbing question in this Territory, dominating all others, 1?,urtfully af-
f~cting it~ prosperity, impeding its advancement,·and disturbing the q:u~et and hap-
pmess of its people, and the one question of tlto utmost concern and solicitude to the 
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whofo country, is t,he attitude of defiance assumed and maintained by the Mormon 
~eople, who probably are five-sixths of the whole population, to the law of Congres3 
tor the suppression of polygamy, known as the'' Edmunds law." In all questions 
affecting the Mormon Church and people the polygamous and monogamous Mormons 
make common cause, stand together, and are umted. They maintain publicly, through 
their leaders and teachers, in their houses of worship, through their press, and pri-
vately in social and business circles that the law is infamous, an interference with 
and a denial to them of that religious freedom guaranteeu to all by the Constitution; 
of their right and religious duty to continue in violation of the law their polygamous 
relations, and they deny the authority of Congress to regulate and interpose any re-
strictions as to the marital relation; that the obedience which they owe and will 
cheerfu1ly render to a power higher than any earthly power compels them to exer-
cise their religious rights and privileges in the face of and in violation of the law; 
that they are prepared to and will, if required of them, sacrifice their personal com-
fort, their property, suffer indefinite impriRonment, and surrender life itself rather than 
yield anti promise obedience to the law and forego the privileges they claim. The 
Government can have and hold but one position towards this people, which isof easy 
statement: Its authority must be respected, its laws must be obeyed. 
It is true, however, that a large majority of the people .stoutly and stubbornly affirm, 
publicly and privately, that the enforcement of certain laws is desLructive of their 
rights as freemen, an assault upon their religion, and an invasion of the sanctity of 
their homes. The minority with equal vigor and openness proclaim that the practices 
of those people are immoral; that they are disloyal to the Government, and that their 
attitude of defiance to the laws interferes with the advancement and prosperity of 
the Territory, and inflicts injury upon all of its interests. 
It follows necessarily that the people here with a bitterness of feeling are divided 
as they are nowLere else in the country. The division is clear, distinct, and palpable. 
The causes of division, in language not distinguished for its mildness, are constant-
ly, earnestly, and vehemently discussed through the press, in the houses of worship, 
and in the social circle, engendering an intense feeling of bitterness. The vigorous 
enforcement of thfl unpopular laws against the people in the maJority, with a prospect 
of further stringent legislation, does not tend to soothe or make them more amiable. 
I then 'recommended the enactment by Congress of the Senate bill, 
as amended and reported from the Judiciary Committee of the House, 
entitled. "An act to amend an act entitled 'An act to amend section 
5352 of the Revised Statutes of the United States in reference to bigamy, 
and for other purposes,"' approved March 22, 1882, as healthful and 
wise legislation for the improvement of and an aid to the final settle-
ment of our troublesome condition. Congress saw fit to make impor-
tant modifications of said bill before enacting it. But a little more than 
six months have elapsed since the bill became a law, yet within that 
short period a material and wonderful change has taken place in the 
situation here. Almost the entire adult Mormon population, except 
actual polygamists, have profes ·edly yielded the position heretofore 
maintained by them, and held when my last report was made, and have 
taken and subscri!>ed to the following oath, prescribed by law, to qual-
ify themselves as electors and office holders: 
TE~RITORY OF UTAH, 
County of--: 
I,------, being duly sworn (or affirmed), depose and saythat~yfuµ name is 
--- --- ; that I am --- years of age · that my place of busme s 1s --; 
that I am a (single or) married man; that the name of my lawful wife is--; 
that I will support the Constitution of the United tates, and will faithfully obey the 
law thereof, and especially will obey the act of Congress appn..,ved March 22, 1 , 
entitled "An act to amend section 5352 of the Revised Statutes of the United State 
in reference to bigamy, and for other purposes," and that I will also obey the act of 
Congre of March 3, 1887, entitled "An act to amend an act entitled an act to amend 
section 5352 of the Revised statutes of the Uuited States in r ference to bigamy, 
and for other purpo es, approved .March 22, 1 ... 2 " in re pect of tbe crime . in said 
act d fin d and forbidden, and tbat I will not, directly or indirectly, aid or abet 
coun el or advise any other person to commit any of said crimes defined by act of 
Co~gre a polygamy, bigamy, unlawful cohabitation, ince t, adultery, and forni-
cation; and J furthef swear ( or affirm) that I am not ~ bigami t or polygamist, and 
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that I have not been convicted of any crime under the act o~ Cougress _entitled 
"An act to amend section 5352 of the Revised Statutos of the Umted States m refer-
ence to bigamy, and for other purposes," approved March 22,_ 1882; nor u~der the act 
mendatory thereof of March 3, 1887, and that I do not associate or cohabit polygam-. 
ously with persons of the other sex. ------. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this -- day of --, A. :0. 188-. 
Following the taking and subscribing of this oath of registratiou, the 
Mormon people, upon the invitation of their territorial committee, sent 
delegates to a convention which assembled in this city on the ~0th of 
June last, which, during its sittings, formulated and adopted with the 
approbation of almost their entire people a constitution for the P:O· 
posed State of Utah, and abolishing and forbidding polygamy and big-
amy. Congress at its next ses.sion will be petitioned to admit Utah into 
the Union of States under this constitution. · 
_Invitations couched in similar language were addressed to the chair-
men of the Democratic and Republican territorial committees and pres-
ident of the Democratic club to take part in the constitutional con-ven-
tion. I herewith embody the invitation addressed to the chairman of 
the Democratic committee, his reply, also the replies of the Republican 
committee and the president of the Democratic club: 
HEADQUARTERS PEOPLE'S TERRITORIAL CENTRAL COMMITTEE, 
Salt Lake City, Utah, June 17, 1887. 
j, B. ROSBOROUGH, Esq., 
Chairman Cenf1'al Committee Democratic party of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah: 
DEAR SIR: The territorial central committee of the People's party, considering 
that the tin., e is propitious for an application for admission into the Union of the 
Territory of Utah, has called mass conventions to be beld in the several counties June 
25, to nominate delegates to a constitut,ional convention to be held in this city June 
30, 1887. It is desired that this movement be made as general as possible, and that 
all classes of the people of the Territory shall participate in it. We therefore solicit 
the co-operation of the Democratic party of Ftah, and through you as its chairman 
we respectfully invite your commit.tee and your party to ta,ke an active part in the 
mass conventions, and to assist in tbe nomination of delegates to the constitutional 
convention, with tbe understanding that if you accept this invitation your party 
shall be accorded a fair representation in the convent,ion. 
By order of the People's territorial central committee. 
JUNIUS WELLS, Corresponding Secretary. 
JOHN R. 'WINDER, Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN ROSBOROUGH'S REPLY. 
JOHN R. WINDER, Esq., 
SALT LAKE CITY, J1me 24, 1887. 
Chairman People's Territorial Central Committee: 
DEAR Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt on Sunday the 18th instant 
of your favor of the 17th instant, announcing that your committee had called "mas~ 
conventio~s" _to meet in th~ several countfes 01? th_e25thinstantt?nominate delegates 
to a const1tu\1onaJ. convent100 to _be· held m this city on the 30th mstant, and inviting 
the co-operation of the Democratw party of Utah in the movement with the under-
standing that they will be 1' accorded" ~1, fair representation in such convention. 
Having determined the propriety of the measure and taken action you ask our co-
oper_ation. The b~ief rnterval of less than a week has precluded the possibility of 
gettmg our committee together to consider and answer in a more formal manner 
your_ proposal, or present to you such counter proposal as is hereinafter indicated, 
lookmg to a previous consideration and discussion of the propriety and expediency 
of such a movement under existing conditions in the Territory. 
Your proposition, in plain words, is that the Democrats in the Territory unite with 
you in asking Congress to retire from the i'ssue forced upon the Federal Government 
by opposition to its laws maintained by the dominant party in the Territory, and in-
vest Utah, under the coo tinned domination of that party, reinforced by its lately dis-
franchised members, wit,h the power of State governml'nt. Now, so far as I know, 
there is not a Democrat, or, as for that matter, a single non-Mormon of any shade of 
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political fa~th in Utah, who is willing to co-operate in the proposed meas um, or would 
not regard its _c~msummation as not only destructive of their individualrights and in-
terests, but suicidal to the peace and prosperity of the Territory. Alonl,!residencehere 
~nd a familiar~ ry with the discussions elicited by the abnormal condition of affair' 
m Utah, have impressed me with a sense of the unanimity of that opinion and belief 
and the reasons therefor. In giving expression to the same and of their unwilling-
ness to join in your design of a State government, it is proper that I should here state 
some of these reasons in order 1,hat the same may be better understood, and that the 
country may judge whether the time is "propitious" or the Territory prepared for 
Statehood. 
(1) It is tbe duty of Congress to secure to the several States in the Union a gov-
ernment republican in fact and in spirit, as well as in form, and this obligation im-
poses the further duty of seeing, before the admission of any new State, that its 
people are prepared for the safe exercise of State control, and in harmony with our 
political institutions. Utah under the control of your party, invested wit·h delegated 
powers, bas stood for a quarter of a century, and still stands, arrayed against national 
laws) and used these delegated powers to defeat their operation. 
(2) Your party is the dominant church, and that church, asa political organization, 
constitutes your party ; nothing cootained in one is wanting in the other, and neither 
contains what is not tolerated in the other; they are one and the same in their mem-
bership, so that independent political action by an individual can never occur except 
with apostasy from the creed. The theory upon which our republican institutions 
are bai:;ed is that all political power is derived from the people. On the contrary, t,he 
leaders of' your party claim and teach, and their followers concede, that all rightful 
political power is derived from God, and is delegated to his chosen ministers, who 
have a divine commission to rule over the people, whose first duty is to obey connsel 
(i.e., submit to dictation) in temporal as well as spiritual concerns; and they further 
hold and teach, as a political maxim as well as a dogma of a creed, that this divine coi;n-
mission entitles them to the present right to, and the near future possession of, uni-
versal sovereignty to be founded upon the ruins of all secular (" man-made" Gov-
ernments. Such assumptions are utterly repugnant to American institutions, but at 
the same time these pretensions gauge the patriotism of these leaders and denote the 
intelligence and other qualifications of their followers for citizenship and Statehood. 
(3) The assumption of political power under ecclesiastical organization has been 
the chief cause of the trouble in which your party has been involved wherever in 
contact with State governments in former times, as in the State of Ohio, Missouri, 
and Illinois, and with Federal authority in Utah. Not satisfied with taking equal 
chances under the law with other-religious sects, your party adopted and bas always 
pursued the policy in these States, and later in Utah, of gathering their followers to-
gether in compact bodies, organized to act as a unit, in an Ishmaelite spirit, for the 
purpose of securins- and holding political control. A convincingproofof this fact is that 
a branch of your faith, which early repudiated these ambitious purposes, is scattered 
in many States, in the enjoyment of undisturbed peace. If clothed with the powers 
of a sovereign State, an organization which has defied the laws of States and waged 
a contest with the Government of the United Sta.tes in opposition to its laws, and in 
disregard of decisions of the Supreme Court, with tbe limited powers of a Territory, 
can not be trusted to forego the use of those largely increased powers in the same 
direction and in such manner and spirit as must necessarily lead to collision with the 
Federal Government. In the very nature of things, this would be inevita-ble; and 
instead of settling the vexed Utah question finally and peaceably, the admission of 
the Territory as a State would enlarge and embitter the contest, and render more de-
structive and deplorable the mode of final settlement. 
(4) The hasty and irregular modo yon have adopted without any enabling act, 
without consideration or discussion, without the formality of elect.ion of delegate , 
where elective franchise is restricted and qualified, antl without any popular demand, 
is objectionable, and would tend to defeat the purpose of the movement, even if more 
serious objection did not exist. After more than thirty years of abuse of delegated 
legislative and judicial powers by the Territory, Congre s in 1882, ana again in 1 7, 
revoked some of the e powers and vestecl them in Federal agencies with the expre 
declaration in each of these acts that such revoked powers would be withheld until 
the Territory, by fair and appropriate legislation, should provide for the proper exer-
cise of those powers. Five years havo elapsed, and Utah bas made no provision to 
meet the fair offer, but, on the contrary, bas con tinned to the present time a factions 
and nor mitting contest with the Federal authoritv. 
(!au it, with any rea on, be exp cted that Cong:re s will acknowledge defeat and 
retir from the conte t, and ve t in such hand the immense increase of power de-
manded f 
In view of the bi tory and conditions of Utah in its political relation to the Fed-
iral Gov rn~eot a.nd tho spirit of opposition to it laws, if there ever was a reason St an enaulto~ ct according to the usage, in any instance, this Territory present1 
e mo t conspicuous ca e for such prerequisite. 
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(5) No matterwhatprovision or guarantees you may put in your constitution, there 
can be no assurance that the powers of a State government, if conceded, would not be 
perverted and abused by unfriendly and proscriptive legislati~:m, ~nd _JJy an equally 
vicious administration, to the extent of driving the hopeless mmonty from the State 
as" cursed outsiders," as non-Mormons, citizens of the Unitet~ ~tates, a~o usuapy d.es-
ignated in fashionable pulpit oratory. Constitut~on~l d~c!arat10ns .r~qtm·? leg1s~ative 
enactments to put them in force, and these reqmre Judicial and m1mstenal act10n to 
give them effect. These functions would be committed to the covenant-bound men 
of your party, re-enforced by their associates now disfranchised in exile or in pris.on 
(the" elite" of the Territory, as they are styled by one chief among them)! who m~1~-
tain that existing laws on like subjects .are contrary to the commands or h~ense of di-
vine revelations, and therefore void. And besides, in a progressive creed like that of 
your party, which claims cumulative new revelations from time to time, there maY. 
be room and occasion for abrogating constitutional provisions in obedience to emana-
tions of this kind. Constitutional guarantees have no force with a majority who 
consider them null, as opposed to" higher law" or divine revelatit""rns." . 
(6) A most serious apprehension exists in the minds. of all non-Mormon people m 
Utah as to what would be the condition and destiny in store for th~m if subjected to the 
unrestricted power of the dominant majority who are not a homogeneous American pop-
ulation, such as exists in other Territories and States. A very large population has 
been recruited from the countries of the Old World, with little knowledge ancl less 
interest in our republican ideas, history, and institutions~ but has come or been brought 
here by assistetl immigration for the purpose of building up a temporalkingtlom, and are 
thoroughly imbued by sinister teaching with the idea that the people and Govern-
ment of the United States are their enemies. l!'rom the beginning systematic efforts 
have been employed by the dominant majority to discourage and deter non-Mormon 
American citizens from.settling in Utah, and such as have come here have been con-
stantly boycotted in their business. They have been misreprese11ted and maligned 
as adventurerR seeking to rob Mormons of their property. By pre-occupation under 
bounty of the Government and by reason of unfriendly neighborhood deterring set-
tlement by others, the dominant sect obtained and hold substantially all rural prop-
erty iuitable for agriculture. Yet the non-Mormons of the Territory, by the enter-
prise and capital they have brought here, have opened the mines and developed there-
from within the last seventeen years more than ninet,y millions of dollars; have ex-
pended hundreds of thousands of dollars annually in wages paid to Mormon ] a borers 
without distinction, and furnished markets for their agricultural products before a 
drug; purchased and improved city property, and contribute at least one-third of the 
taxes paid. Before the development of this wealth, though the Territory had been 
settled twenty-three years, its entire annual revenues did not exceed $£0,000, and the 
Territory had no hospital, or asylum, or college, or system of common schools. Men 
who have accomplished so much insist upon an equal protection of the law and the 
mode of its administration which a knowledge of the past warrants them in doubting, 
should the Territory be admitted as a State. 
(7) The movement for State government is premature. If your organization will 
first prove by their conduct and acts that they recognize the supremacy and binding 
.force of national laws, confirmed by judicial scrutiny, without. further evasions or 
obstructions, and end this state of chronic semi-rebellion (as you can easily do, if 
you mean peace under a State), you can show to Congress convincing evidence of 
good faith and fair claim to the boon of statehood, without which your proposed ap-
plication should meet the fate of itR several predecessors. · -
(8) Considering that a compliance with your inviLation to co-operate with your 
party in the proposed step would lend to it the specious appearance of being a spon-
taneous movement originating with the peopie at large, including all classes, we pre-
fer to leave its management and fortunes to you alone, pending the unsettled con-
test.b~tween your p~rty ancl the Governme!lt, while w~ appeal to the sense and mag-
namm1ty of the nat10n to avert what we smcerely believe would, under existing cir-
cumstances and conditions here, prove a ruinous calamity. 
But after conferring with such of our committee as could be reached in the brief 
time you allow, I am authorized by them to say to you that if you will suspend your 
proposed action and call public meetings at some dates mutually agreed upon, to dis-
cuss the propriety of calling a constitutional convention under the usual forms, and 
whether the time is '' propitious" or the people of the Territory prepared to exercise 
the p~wers and rights of a sovereign State and will concede the representation you 
mention, delegates named as our committee may propose will attend such public 
meetings and discuss with you those questions, at which time we will undertake to 
show from the record and history of your own party, written by your own leaders, and 
by other evidence, proof of the truths of the facts herein aforesaid, as reasons why 
Utah should not seek or be accorded statehood, uu<ler existing conditions. 
Respectfully, 
J. B. ROSBOROUGH. 
Chairman Democrat-ic Territorial Committee. 
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REPLY OF THE REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE. 
SALT LAKE CITY, June 24, 1887. 
JOHN R. WINDER, Esq., 
Chai1·man of People's Party Territo1·ial Centi·al Comrnittee, Salt Lake City, Utah: 
PEAR Srn: Your letter addressed to the chairman of the Republican Central Com-
mittee was not received until three days since, by reason of his temporary absence, 
and the brief time since has precluded consultation among the entire committee, but 
having bad a meeting of a majority for the purpose of considering your letter, we 
now return you this reply, and wish to say that it is the unanimous conclusion of all 
who have been consulted. 
Your letter invites the Republicans of Utah, through their central committee, to 
take part in mass meetings, called by the People's party "to select delegates to a con-
vention which is to prepare a constitution, with a view to an application by the 
Territory of Utah for admission into the Union as a State." We acknowledge with 
pleasure the courtesy which prompted your invitation, while we sincerely regret that 
the brief time permitted us for a reply, as well as for consultation, will not allow us 
to answer your invitation as we would desire. The exigencies of your call for the 
meetings to which we are invited entitle you to an immediate reply, and we must 
necessarily abridge rather than elaborate this response. 
We acknowledge the importance of the subject of your letter. The question of 
statehood for Utah involves to a great degree the moet vital interests affecting the 
welfare and prosperity of the people of Utah, and has, as we conceive, even a greater 
importance to the Gentile or non-Mormon portion which we represent than to those 
of your committee. We concede freely the gravity of the proposition, and shall dis-
cuss it, we hope, with the solemnity which properly attaches to iii. 
We regret exceedingly that your invitation by its terms assumes that the propriety 
and expediency of Utah becoming a State is not a question to be considered. As this 
is the most vital question in issue we shall, before concluding, discuss it, because 
while we can not for other reasons accept, your fovitation, we regard this question as 
by far the most important one belonging to the discussion. 
Preliminary to that, however, we call attention to the manner in which our co-op-
eration is sought. 
You say, with a manner bordering upon the patronizing, that your committee solicit 
"the co-operation of the Republican party of Utah" in your movement for state-
hood, and invite that party to• take an active part in the mass conventions called by 
your committee, with the assurance that if we do so we '' shall be accorded a fair 
representation" in the proposed convention. As we are advised by the public press 
that a like invitation has been extended to the Democratic party of Utah, we may 
fairly assume that the proposition amounts to this : The People's party by its com-
mittee having called upon its followers to elect delegates to the proposed conven-
tion which it has decided to hold, proposes tllat the Republicans and Democrats shall 
enter the People's party organization and meetings and allow such meetings 1:0 
sel~ct delegates from the entire mass assembled, with the assurance that a fair 
representation will be "accorded" to Republicans and Democrats. Instead of our 
political organization choosing its own- representatives from among the party, we are 
invited into the camp of another party, or rather two other parties, and told that 
these two and ourselves may select a number of Republicans, such as the whole shall 
decide is "fair," as delegates to the convention. Instead of the Republican party, 
therefore, being called upon to send delegates of its own choosing to the convention, 
it is asked to allow those not of its partytoselectitsrepresentativesforit. Perhaps 
if a proposal of this kind were made by the two great national parties to each other-
that is, each party should allow its opponent to select its candidates for public sta-
tion-the substance of the proposition would be more readily understood; but, we take 
it1 there would be no difference between such a proposition and the one submitted to 
us, except that while you propose to select the Repuulican delegatee, u ou do not indi-
?ate any willingness to" accord" to the Republican party the like privilege of select-
mg the delegates of the People's party. Passing this, however, 1bere is another view 
of the subject to which we desire to call attention. The People's party is admittedly 
a local party in Utah Territory. It claims neither connection nor affiliation with 
either of the great national parties oftbe country, and ev n in the situation of a can-
~1date for he national Congress it maintains its opposition to both those parties. It 
1~ not only a distinct party, but its followers, as is well known, are made up excln-
siv~ly of one cla~s of people in Utah-those who are adherents of the Mormon Church. 
~his ~arty ha hitherto, as we shall show, been unsuccessful in the frequent applica-
~1ons 1_t h_ ma~e to secure the admission of Utah into the Union as a State, a.nd find-
1~g th_1 , 1Il t~ u· opinion, a '' propitious time,: to renew their former fforts in tba 
d1rec~10n, de 1~e to enlist the co-operation of these organizations which have political 
relation ancl mfluence with the two great parties of the conn try to aid it in securing 
the sncce of ita scheme. We a.re asked by the Mormon Church party, speaking 
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plainly, not to decide upon the expedi_en~y and propriety- of t_he measure it J,>roposes, 
but to assist them to do what they have failed to accomplish without us. In fact, ~our 
invitation, while entirely polite in form, bears on its face evidence. t"I:at yon ~e~3'.rd 1t as 
condescension when you allow us-'' accord'' is the word-the nnv1leges of a1dmgyou 
in securing· an object about thfl propriety of which we have n_ot been ?onsulted. 
With all due respect we must be allowed to 1,a;y: that before we. g1 ve our ~1d to_ such 
a scheme we should be permitted first to examme and determme upon its w~sdom 
and propriety. Your invitation predetermines that question, and that 3;1ow 1s the 
"propitious" time for an application for admission into the Union, and without con-
sulting us as to whether we agree with you on this vital proposition, you seem to 
think we should be sufficiently honored by an invitation to assist in consummating 
your scheme. · · 
THE PROPOSED MOVEMENT. 
This brings us naturally to the discussion of the State movement-its object, pur-
pose, and result, its wisdom and expediency. This, in the limited time at our dis-
posalitwe can only do in a very general way, leaving much unsaid which the occa-
sion demands, and which we would not willingly omit. 
Applications for the admission of Utah to the privileges and powers of a State have 
been repeatedly made heretofore by those who compose the "People's party," to the 
Congress of the United States. A constitution was framed in 1850, and an application 
based upon that was made for admission a8 tho State of Deseret. The application was 
refused. In 187~ another constitution was framed and again presented to Congress 
with a petition for admission. This was also rejected. In 18f2, still another consti-
tution was formed, and application for admission again denied. Petitions and me-
morials of the legislature of Utah, under control of your party, and at public meetings 
called and controlled by the Mormon Church, throngh its political committees, have 
again and again urged the Congress of the United States to give statehood to Utah. 
They have uniformly been disregarded, and in the discussion of other questions relat-
ing to this Territory the sentiment in the national Congress on the question bas been 
unmistakably adverse to the proposit,ion. The formal attempt made in 1873 to se-
cure the passai;e of that measure in Congress was not only a failure, but it was shortly 
after e_µ1phasized by Congressional legislatiou for Utah, which very clearly indicated 
the public sentiment of the country at that time on the subject. The calling of the 
constitutional convention in 1882 met with a rebuke in further special legislation by 
Congress for Utah. Instead, therefore; of.Congress having given any indication of 
a desire to extend the powers of the Mormon Church by giving over the control oi' 
Utah to it, through a State government, it is only a few months since-whatever may 
be said as t6 the effectiveness of the legislation enacted-that Congress unmistakably 
indicated its purpose to restrict the powers of the organization to still narrower 
limits. In view of this condition of things, known to all intelligent people, we may -
b_e permitted to ask, Why do your committee assert that now is a "propitious" 
tune for the reuewal of the many rejected applications of Utah for admission 7 What 
change in the public sentiment of the people of the United States has taken place 
which justifies the assertion that now is a propitious time for your application f 
What change in the attitude of the People's party (the Mormon Church in political 
harness) on those subjects which have always presented such obstacles to statehood 
has been undergone, which enables you to make such a confident announcement f 
If any such changes have occurred, either on the part of your party in Utah, who 
are _anxious for admission as a State, or on the part of the national authorities or 
nat,1onal public sentiment, we arc not advised of it. .And even if we were favor-
able to the objects of your convention, we cou]d not with our limited information 
assert this to be an opportune occasion for tho effort. In truth, to be frank, we 
suspect that in the present closely balanced condition of political parties in the 
Umtecl States, }md in the anxiety of each to strengthen itse]f for future interests, 
y_our committee have a hope that by some political alliance appealing to the necessi-
ties of one or tile other of the great parties, your object, otherwise hopeless, may be 
secured. 
Your call for a convention implies, by the fact of its being made under the circum-
stances, that your party, and the church organization it represents, have concluded 
to modify its position in some essential features. 
~e are free to say (and we oppose the State organization and admission on that 
bas1s) that in so far as the institution of polygamy bas been an obstacle in the way of 
the success of the scheme of statehood, we suppose that your organization is prepared 
to surrender to the public sentiment of the country and abandon it. Any effort for 
admissiou without such concession would be prepostbrous, in view of the known pub-
lic sentiment throughout the country. Therefore we, in announcing our position, 
do so under the supposition that all objection to the admission of Utah as a State be-
cause:, of the :1ttituclo of those hitherto wielding her political power _on the subj_ect of 
polygamy w1ll he met by a real or seeming abandonment of tb1s custom for the 
fnture. 
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OBJECTIONS NOT MET. 
This question aside then, we desire to say that our objections to Utah becoming a 
State are still untouched. These objections, simply stated, are: The masses of the 
people of Utah are adherents of an ecclesiastical system which forbids all harmonious 
relations with any system of civil government founded on the right of man to govern 
himself. 'fhe central idea of your system is, that all lawful government emanates 
by revelation from God to His priesthood, and that it is the duty of all its followers 
to be advised by that priesthood on an subjects of a gov"rnmental as well as spiritual 
character. Adhesion to this theory, which negatives all fait,hful allegiance to any 
authority which it does not control, has been the main cause of a.11 the hostility which 
the system has ever encountered among just and fair-minded people who are not Mor-
mons. 
The kingdom of God on earth jg the Mormon Church, as its followers assert, and is 
destined to supplant all other governments, or rule through them. A people who be-
lieve such a doctrine cannot be entrusted with the powers of government witholli the 
destruction of all the rights that others are guaranteed under the Republicans;, stem. 
A people entertaining these views are, in our opinion, untit to be trusted with polit-
foal power. As a matter of demonstration, we know how grossly it has been abused 
in the past, when they enjoyed it without restraint, and we see nowhere the slightest 
evidence which gives us any hope that you have in this particular "seen the error of 
your ways." A people who acknowledge this theocratic idea of government cannot 
be true and faithful citizens of any other form of civil government; they have no 
proper guiding principles for its administration. . · 
If Utah should be clothed with the forms ·of a State, the result would be a theo-
cratic State in which, as Mr. Cannon, one of your ablest and wisest oracles, expressed 
it, '' The voice of God would be the voice of the people," and this voice find expression 
through the chosen mouthpiece-the head of the Mormon Church. This political 
axiom of your People's party is a1rnounced by its recognized leaders and is accepted 
with full faith and obedience. It reverses the entire theory upon which all Hepub-
lican governments are founded, and derives the authority to govern, not from the 
people, but from those annointed , as you claim, by a divine commission to rule over 
them. These differences are too radical for accommodation, for our fundamental 
idea of all civil government is, that it is derived from the people. In a State estab-
lished under a theocratic idea a free public sentiment finds no place. It extinguishes 
and annihilates all the fundamental beacons of the Republican government around 
us, and remits us to the darkness of that supersti1 ion and fanaticism which the 
world of intelligence and law bas been struggling to escape. This element of your 
system, or fait-h, if you choose to call it such, renders it impossible for your people to 
live in harmony with any other community in our land. These pretensions forc~d 
your earliest leaders, almost a,t the dawn of your career, to leave tne State of Ohio, 
one of the most tolerant portions of our Union, and to seek the frontier of civiliza-
tion on the western boundaries of Missouri. The attempt to condemn the laws of 
that State, on your theory that God's people-whom you claim to be-" were a law 
unto themselves," soon led to that exit from the State which forms so prominent a. 
chapter in your list of grieva ces against the United States Government. 
The same pretensions compelled you to abandon Illinois and retreat to a spot then 
the most thoroughly isolated of any on the continent. All this occurred before those 
social and domestic customs which have, by the astonishment which their adoption 
bas created, obscured the most vital objections to your system. Here, in this para-
dise of the Rocky Mountains, for more than ten years, yuur system, practically un-
checked and uncontrolled, ba<l. full sway. What was tbe result Y You were in open 
rebellion against the government of tho United States. Your prophet, then bearing 
the commission of governor, as an United States officer issued bis proclamation order-
ing the Army of the nation to depart from tbis Tl'rritory; your militia, called out by 
his order, attacked the wagon trains carrying food to troops who bore the :flag of the 
nation on their journey, and captured and destroyed them. . . 
We do not ref:er to those incidents with a view of exciting any aAperity in this dis-
cussion, but to illustrate what we regard as the natural result of the theory of civil 
government which every Mormon sanctions. Harmonious relations with any oth~r 
government are impossil>le, because the Mormon is either a ruler or a r bel, if h18 
faith is his guide. There are many incidents in the history of this Territory fully 
snstaini11g these views, but we will not recite what needs only to be alluded to to be 
unu .r toocl . 
. 1:'he irr gular and totally unauthorized way in which your call for tbi convention 
1s. 1 u .cl is it. rlf an illnstrat ion of your crude and unr public theory of government; 
without auy rec nt di en sion, ev< n through the public press, without an enabling 
act f Co11~r •,. , _or ny law of the local legi lature, or any demand from the people 
your_c mm1tt_c 1.· ne a. all to it. supporter , with the same apparent urance _of 
obedience 1f your follower Wt,re sworn soldier , marching under the orders of it 
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commander. Such a violation of all the usages and trauitions of American govern-
ment, by which the citizen is called upon to act, instead of bei;11g cons?lted as to 
whether action is advisable, only demonstrates that your call 1s the drntate of a 
church cabal, which governs its own followers by the claim of "divine right" and 
those who do not acknowledge its authority by the argument of power. We regard 
the manner of your call, its disregard of law, its violation of precedent, its unseemly 
and unexplained haste, as not only an insuperable objection, but as manifesting a 
want of capacity for civil government and regard for the fundamental idea of repub-
lican government, which we cannot, in justice to ourselves, decline to express. 
We may add to these general observations another. However we may differ other-
wise, you must agree with us that in the later Congressional legislation for Utah 
Congress has intended to limit and restrict the authority of the church of which your 
committee and followers are members. It is i.rue that by their prominence one or twc:> 
of the practfoes of your people, challenging attention by their novelty as well as their 
importance, have received most attention; but it has not escaped you that the way 
to avoid the laws oftbe United States, which have recently given you great concern~ 
is to erect a jurisJiction wherein they would not operate. As this state of things has 
sent into exile your acknowledged head, accused of violation-Of the national laws, 
and many of your leading men for like reasons, we can well understand that meas-
ures calculated to relieve ~such persons do not admit of auy lengthy formalities being 
used. Like the writ of habeas corpus, they belong to the category of summary reme-
dies, and are liable to betray their origin by the circumstances of their adoption. To 
speak in perfect sincerity, at a time and under circumstances that compel us to be re-
spectful and yet entirely frank, is not this sudden movAment for statement the last 
resort of the leaders of your party to free themselves from the consequences which 
adherence to their principles h ave visited upon them personally, without giving any 
asRurnnce that your system, which brought them into collision with tho national au-
thority, is to be reformed, Has this movement originated in a real regard for the 
welfare of the people of Utah, or is it not a device to free your leaders from the un-
fortunate consequences of their personal defiance of the national authority, Is it to 
be supposed that the Gentiles, or non-Mormons, if you prefer the term, as we are, 
would aid in that which would give a theocratic despotism to Utah, under the form 
of a State government, instead of that reformation of her policy for which many of 
us have been laboring for long years. 
Permit us to say, in conclusion, that so long as the Mormon Church shall in num-
bers be superior to the non-Mormon population, and shall claim and exercise the 
power to control through its ecclesiastical authorities its members, and they recognize 
its authority to exact obedience to such counsel, we, as Republicans, as citizens of 
Utah, as American citizens, shall and will protest agaim,t any political power being 
exerci~ed by them, either in a State or any other form of civil government. 
Our judgment may seem tootherswhoarenot familiar with the circumstances a harsh 
one, but you will understand our reasons when we say that we oppose placing gov-
ernme~tal authority in Mormon hands because we rega,r<l the system as one totally at 
war w1th all our recognized ideas of republican government, and incapable of being 
so reformed as to be made in any degree a <lepository of impartial goveming power. 
When your Mormon Church shall bavo abandoned its pretensions as a temporal 
P?Wer, when its people shall render that obedience to the laws of t,he land which is 
yielded b:y all other c~ti~ens of every shade of re_ligious ~elief~ in fine, become sup-
porters o! the lawful c1v1l government, then we will consider whether Utah, though 
Mormou m population, may not be safely trusted with Statehood. Certainly for the 
present we cannot consent to making the experiment. 
R~gretting again that our differences are too radical to admit of co-operation, and 
hopmg that the time may come when we shall recognize a common allegiance to the 
Government of our country, and that each man's faith in re1igion may be such as to 
harmonize with bis duty as a citizen, we are, most respectfully, 
Your obedient servants, 




M. M. KAIGHN, 
JOHN R. McBRIDE, 
ARTHUR BROWN, 
P. H. EMERSON, 
E. P. FERRY, 
Jos. E. GALLIGHER, 
V. M. C. SILVA, 
CHRIS DIEHL, 
Members _Territorial Republican Committ~. 
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REPLY OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE DEMOCRATIC CLUB. 
JOHN R. WINDER, 
SALT LAKE CITY, June 25, 1887. 
Chairman of the Committee of the People's Party : 
As president of the Democratic club I acknowledge the receipt of your invitation 
to participate in the constitutional convention to meet pursuant to the call of your 
committee. 
The platform of the Democratic club, in addition to a general indorsement of Dem-
ocratic principles, declares in favor of a disunion of church and State and respect 
for and obedience to existing laws. 
It also declares in favor of statehood for Utah, conditioned upon these principles 
becoming predominant in the sentiment of a majority of her people. Less than two 
years ago your comm1ttee and the party you represent, together with its official or-
gans, unanimously repudiated these principles and the policy outlined by the plat-
form of the Democratic club. Assuming that you and your pa,rty consistently adhere 
to tne position then, and so recently taken, you can scarcely expect the Democra.tfo 
Club to co-operate with you in any political matter whatever, much less to secure the 
admission of Utah into the Union as a State upon the basis of the polfoy and the princi-
ples your party has so far uniformly represented, and which are essentially antago-
nistic t.o the policy and principles of the Democratic club. With thanks for extended 
courtesies, I remain, respectfully, 
J. L. RAWLINS, 
President Democratic Club. 
It will be observed that the movement for Statehood was inaugurated 
by the leaders of the Mormon people. Their representatives alone took 
part in the deliberations of the convention, and that portion of the peo-
ple of the Territory only favor and support it. When we remember bow 
recently those people avowedly held and maintained a position wll!ch 
placed them in opposition with the Federal laws, the holding of which 
in the past had brought them into conflict with the people with whom 
they lived in Ohio, Missouri, and Illinois, and in antagonism with all 
comers to this Territory not identified with them; when we recall that 
a failure to yield that position wo~ld have cost them the political con-
trol which they have held since the organization of the Territory; that 
the securing of Statehood will place in their hands and take from Con-
gress the power that it has been compelled to exercise, to regulate and 
control their actions in accordance with the moral sense of tlie country 
and Christian civilization; before clothing them with sovere.ignty should 
not Congress wait until the action is suited to the word, until their 
laudable professions have had time to ripen into praiseworthy works, 
until th(' conduct of the people and the legislation of tµe Territory in 
consonance witll their professions are brought into harmony with the 
general views of the country, and the Territory placed in the advanced 
position it would have attained but for the past attitude of those who 
are now asking the boon of Statehood, 
In discussing and acting upon matters relative to this Territory, it i 
too often the case that it is forgotten that any other than our Mormon 
follow-citizens are re 'idents here. 
I know that it ha been earnestly and persi tently urged that the 
non-:i\-1ormon of this Territory are a set of political adventurer_ w_ho: 
by con taut agitation aud appeals to religious bigotry and pr ou bee 
have ougllt to incite the enmity of the country again t the majorit, 
that they might obtain political power and the opportunity to plunder 
and rob the Territor,·. It i not true that the non-Mormon ar of the 
cbar·act r tatecl, r · that they seek by any means to accompli h the 
purpo e ?bar ed. According to their numbers they will compar. ~a'\'-
r I. ' with any p ople in our land, and have, I suppo e, few r p btical 
ad\: otnr r among them than any portion of the country, the ab nc 
of m<lnc ment making thi, nece arily so, a it is a fact ea y of a cer· 
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tainment and patent to every observer that since the organization of 
the Territory, under past conditions, they have never stood anr cllance 
of poJitical preferment. 'fhe minority portion of our pop1:1lat10n have 
been drawn here by an inviting climate, a rich and attr1.1ict1ve country, 
with a view to the acquiring of wealth and the enjoyment of the com-
forts and blessings of life. ·rhey number in their ranks members of all 
the professions, bankers, manufacturers, merchants in all lines of busi-
ness, farmers, stock-raisers, miners, mechanics, laborers, and represent- -
atives of the various industrial pursuits. Tbey haw~ established great 
business enterprises, acquired much property a11d wealth, and are in-
terested alike with our Mormon population in the peace, prosperity, and 
happiness of the Territory. It is true they have with great unanimity 
vigorously opposed the majority in the upholding of and the practice 
of polygamy, and earnestly com batted the government of the state by 
the church, maintained the supremacy of the law and t.he duty of the 
citizen to obey it, and opposed priestly dictation in secular affairs. I 
have yet to know or hear of any one of this class who favors the admis-
sion now of Utah as a State. 
The legislation of the last Congress for the benefit of this Territory, 
having established confidence outside of Utah that the vexed question 
here would be settled, and the determined effort inaugurated by our 
business men to push forward the development of the Territocry, have 
already accomplished much good. Capital from abroad has been in-
vested in "the purchase of real estate in this and other cities of the Ter-
ritory, purchasers are still looking and buying, and there is a,n activity 
in the real-estate market unknown 1:tere for :rears. From knowledge 
obtained by communication with iuvestors and those who are familiar 
with real-estate operations, I have a firm conviction that a well-grounded 
fear of tlie admission of Utah as a State would stay our incoming tide 
of prosperity, and lose us the already enhanced and increasing values of 
our real estate. 
It is more than probable that the question of Utah as a political 
factor in national affairs will be considered i:q connection with the ap-
plication for its admission as a State. Neither of the great political 
parties, Democratic or Republican, so far as the past history of this 
people is concerned, can lay claim with any degree of certainty to their 
support. Their political history in the States is known; also the fact 
that always iu this Territory they have constituted a separate and dis-
tinct party, having their own organization independent of the Demo-
crats and Hepublicans, and that all efforts to draw them from their own 
into another party have proven signal failures. They elect officers from 
their own numbers, l>ecause they are Mormons, without reference to 
their being either Democratic or Republican . 
.A.LIEN LA.ND LAW. 
I would recommen<l, in so far as it applies to mines, the repeal of the 
act entitled "An act to restrict the ownership of real estate in the Ter-
ritories to American citizens'' passed by the la~t Congress. In the past 
we have had the benefit of much forei_gn capital in the development of 
our mines, and for successful fuliure development we need the capital 
that can be obtained from such sources. Tbe legislation that is asked 
to be repealed bas already demonstrated its Jmrtful character. It is 
surely greatly to the injury of our Territories and will retard their de-
veloi)ment, tbat tp.e minin~ interests of the States ~re more favorably 
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situated, and can draw capital from fields that the Territories by this 
legislation are debarred from . 
That the majority of this people have publicly proclaimeu the aban-
donment of practices that put them at variance with the country at 
large is matter of congratulation. A faithful adherence to tlie <leclara-
tions now made by them means a settlement of tlle long-vexed ques-
tion here, and can but inure to the prosperity and happiness of this 
people. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, -
CALEB w. WEST, 
Governor. 
Hon. L. Q. C. LAMAR, 
Secretary of the Interior. 
